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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF ER Y TH RO C Y TE ALLOANTIGEN L ON THE A V IA N  IMM UNE
RESPONSE
BY
Zdravka O. M edarova 
U niversity o f  New Ham pshire. December 2002
Experiment 1 exam ined the alloantigen system L effects on Rous sarcom as in 
three B com plex genotypes. The parental stock were 50°o M odified W isconsin Line 3 
and 50°o inbred Line 6.15-5. B:B '  x BrB' L 'L  matings produced experimental 
chicks. Chicks were inoculated with 20 pock-form ing units (pfu) Rous sarcom a virus 
(RSV) at 6 weeks-of-age. Tum ors were scored six times over 10 w eeks postinoculation. 
Tumor scores were used to assign a tum or profile index (TPI) to each chicken. Results 
were evaluated by ANOV A. The B  com plex affected the responses. Separate analyses 
revealed L system effects (P  < 0 .05) only in ByB~ chickens.
Experim ent 2 exam ined the influence o f  Ea-L on antibody response to SRBC and 
Brucella abortus (BA). The m ating protocol was the same as in Experim ent 1. At 4 and
IX
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11 w eeks o f  age the experim ental birds were injected in travenously  with standard 
concentrations o f  SRBC and BA. Total and M E-resistant an tibody titers were determined 
as described. Results were analyzed by ANOVA. Ea-L  had an effect on total primary 
antibody titer to SRBC in a B>B > background (p < 0.004) and on total (p < 0 .0 1 1) and 
M E-resistant (p < 0.017) secondary titer to SRBC in a B~B '  genotypic background. Ea-L 
also affected total (p < 0.004) and M E-resistant (p < 0 .005) secondary titer to Brucella 
abortus in a B2B' background.
Experim ent 3 exam ined the effect o f  Ea-L on resistance and acquired immunity to 
E. tenella  infection. The m ating protocol was the same as in Experim ents 1 and 2. In the 
resistance and susceptibility study, chicks were w eighed and inoculated with 30,000 E. 
tenella oocysts at 6 w eeks o f  age. 6 days post-inoculation, the birds w ere w eighed again 
and assigned a cecal lesion score. In the im m unity study, the challenge procedure was 
preceded by inoculations o f  500 oocysts per day beginning at 5 weeks. W eight gain and 
cecal lesion scores were evaluated by ANOVA. The B  com plex affected lesion score in 
the im m unity but not the resistance and susceptibility study and did not affect weight gain 
in either study. The L system  had no effect in either study.
x
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C H A PTER I
LITER A TU RE REVIEW
A ntigen Presentation 
The com plexity o f  the im m une response is very narrow ly defined by the need to 
satisfy two seem ingly contradictory requirem ents. On the one hand, the im m une system 
has to be able to recogni/e  and annihilate the im m ense variety o f  foreign antigens that its 
host organism encounters in its lifetim e. On the other hand, the imm une system  has to 
identify all o f  the antigens expressed on the surface o f  host cells as " s e l f ’ and develop 
tolerance to them. Failure to satisfy these requirem ents would lead to either 
unresponsiveness or autoim m unity, and consequently  harm the host organism.
The high level o f  conservation o f  m olecular structures betw een organism s, 
extending both from functional constraints and com m on ancestry, m akes the task o f  
achieving imm une responsiveness to a great variety o f  foreign antigens without 
concom itant autoim m unity appear im possible. The key elem ent o f  the solution to this 
problem  lies in the process o f  antigen presentation. The different levels o f  the antigen 
presentation m achinery are very carefully  coordinated through a series o f  checkpoints 
and signaling thresholds, and through the need for co-stim ulation, and division o f  labor 
am ong different cell types. The final result is a fine-tuned network o f  continuously 
m odulated responses which alerts the im m une system  to the presence o f  foreign or 
altered " s e l f ’ antigens as w ell as to the nature and quantity o f  these
1
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antigens, in order to trigger the optim al series o f  events leading to the elim ination o f  these 
antigens without dam age to “self*.
Basic O verview  o f  Antigen Presentation
Two types o f  cells define antigen presentation: antigen presenting cells (APCs), 
i.e.. m acrophages and dendritic cells (DCs), and lym phocytes, such as B cells and T cells. 
Antigen presenting cells (A PC s) trap, concentrate, and present exogenous antigen on 
their surface in the context o f  V1HC m olecules. If presented in the context o f  MHC II. 
antigen is recognized by C D 4’ T-helper (Th) cells. That recognition activates the T cell to 
proliferate and release cytokines necessary for the activation o f  antigen-specific effector 
cells. These effector cells include B and T cells that generate a hum oral or cell-m ediated 
imm une response, respectively, as well as nonspecific effector cells such as natural killer 
cells (NK) and m acrophages.
Endogenous antigens can be presented in the context o f  M HC I m olecules which 
are expressed on all nucleated cells o f  the body. In that context, these antigens can be 
recognized by C D 8 ' T-cytotoxic (Tc) cells. This cytotoxic action m ediates m em brane 
dam age to altered se lf cells and causes them to lyse.
Concom itant cross-linking o f  the B cell receptor (BCR) by antigen is necessary 
for the B cell to respond to the activation signals released by Th cells in response to 
antigen recognition. Successful activation o f  T, cells by M H C -I-associated antigen 
requires the presence o f  grow th factor signals released by activated T h cells. The 
necessity o f  at least two signals, one through antigen binding to the effector cell and one 
through cytokines released by Th cells, is an exam ple o f  the com plex immune 
interactions, evolved to safeguard against imm une dysregulation (K uby, 1992).
*>
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Role o f  Inflammation in Antigen Presentation
Inflam m ation not only provides the first line o f  defense against infection but also 
supplies the first signals necessary to stimulate antigen presentation. M acrophages and 
dendritic cells (D C s) respond to the recognition o f  “ foreign-ness” by increased 
proliferation and differentiation. Examples o f entities to w hich m acrophages and DCs 
respond are: elem ents o f  bacterial cell walls, such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and 
peptidoglvcan, as well as bacterial DNA and double-stranded viral RNA. Furthermore, 
com plem ent, w hich is an elem ent o f  the innate im m une system , as well as opsonizing 
antibody, tag a particle  as foreign and thus provide further signals to professional APCs. 
In addition, in flam m atory  cytokines, such as T N F-a and IL -I, released by macrophages 
and DCs in response to foreign entity recognition, identify an environm ent as an immune 
response target, and initiate a cascade o f  events leading to im m une cell influx and 
activation (S iem asko and Clark, 2001).
Role o f  M acrophages and Dendritic Cells in Antigen Presentation
Both m acrophages and dendritic cells are believed to be phagocytic cells (W atts 
and Am igorena. 2001). The processes involved in antigen presentation by macrophages 
and dendritic cells are very’ sim ilar with few exceptions. Dendritic cells are believed to be 
the initiators o f  all T  cell responses (Banchereau et ai„  2000). They are located at body 
surfaces (e.g., the sk in) w here they encounter antigens at their point o f  entry into the host 
organism. Furtherm ore. DCs appear superior to m acrophages and B cells in the co­
stim ulation o f  naive T cells. This property is a function o f  the capacity  o f  DCs to undergo 
“m aturation" as a result o f  antigen capture and up-regulate accessory molecule 
expression (N ussenzw eig  et al., 1980). In this sense, dendritic cells are “sentinels”
3
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prim ing the im m une system (M ellm an et a L  1998). Activation o f  DCs occurs in response 
to direct recognition o f  m icrobial products, such as LPS, inflam m atory cytokines, 
chem okines, or tissue damage (Reis e Sousa. 1999).
Inflam m ation signals local tissue dendritic cells to m igrate to lymph nodes 
following antigen capture. During m igration, DCs go through a process o f  m aturation, 
which is associated with increased M HC-antigen display on the cell surface and synthesis 
o f  co-stim ulatory and adhesion m olecules, such as B7, necessary for efficient T cell 
activation. Rem arkably, the process o f  m aturation also involves the discontinuation o f 
further phagocytosis to prevent the presentation o f  irrelevant antigens encountered during 
the process o f  m igration (W atts and Am igorena, 2001). After arriving in the T cell area o f  
a lymph node, DCs present M H C-antigen com plexes to naive T cells (Jenkins et al., 
2001). In addition to presenting antigen, DCs also release cytokines which stim ulate T 
cell proliferation, e.g.. IL-12, and provide co-stim ulation, e.g., through an interaction 
betw een B7 on the APC and CD 28 on the T cell. This provides a second activation signal 
and also allow s inflammatory' cytokines to m ediate expansion o f  antigen-stim ulated T 
cells (Jenkins et al., 2001). Once activated, T cells can then re-circulate through the body 
and signal effector cells, such as B cells, m acrophages, and cytotoxic T cells to become 
activated (M ellm an et al., 1998).
Traditionally, presentation in the context o f  M HC I to C D 8’ T cells has only been 
considered relevant to endogenous antigens. These are altered-self antigens or viral 
antigens which gain access to the cytoplasm ic com partm ent o f  the cell. Recent evidence 
has em erged that exogenous antigens, e.g., peptides released from apoptotic cells, also 
prim e M H C -I-restricted cytotoxic T cell responses (Peppelenboch et al., 2000). This
4
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phenom enon is known as “cross-presentation". C ross-presentation o f  exogenous antigens 
to CD8* T cells allows professional APCs, such as m acrophages and DCs, which acquire 
antigen in nonlym phoid tissues, to present these antigens to naive T cells in lymphoid 
tissues. This process perm its T cells to scan the host organism  for pathogens without 
having to m igrate outside o f  the lymph nodes (K urts C „ 2000).
M acrophages have inferior antigen presenting capacity to that o f  DCs. 
M acrophages are also less efficient at activating naive T cells (Pieters J., 2000) because 
they are located outside o f  the T cell areas o f  lymph nodes. DCs are located within the T 
cell areas o f  lymph nodes where naive T cells are physically  restricted (Jenkins et al.. 
2001). Even though m acrophages appear to be capable o f  handling a broader range o f 
phagocytic substrates than DCs (Austyn, 19% ), phagocytosis by DCs triggers a sequence 
o f  m aturation events in DCs, such as up-regulated M HC II expression and active 
m igration into T cell areas o f  secondary lym phoid organs, which enhance the antigen 
presenting efficiency o f  DCs (W atts and Am igorena, 2001). In fact, it has been shown 
that m onocytes can differentiate into DCs as a result o f  phagocytosis (Randolph et al.. 
1998).
Still the processes involved in m acrophage activation and antigen presentation are 
sim ilar to the ones involved in presentation o f  antigens by DCs. M acrophages are 
activated and induced to m igrate to lymph nodes by inflam m atory cytokines, particularly 
IFN-y. A ctivated m acrophages, which have phagocytosed antigen, present that antigen in 
the context o f  M HC to T cells and produce T cell activating cytokines, such as IL-12 
(M artin-O rozko et al., 2001), leading to T cell activation and proliferation.
%
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Role o f  B cells in Antigen Presentation
W hile resting B cells have been considered poor antigen presenters due to their 
low expression o f  co-stim ulatory m olecules, activated B cells are capable o f  presenting 
antigen to naive T cells. The distinguishing feature o f  B cells as A PC s is their capacity to 
stim ulate T cells in an antigen-specific manner through antigen capture by the BCR (Bar- 
O r et al., 2001). It is believed that B cells form a second line o f  antigen presentation after 
DCs. Follow ing antigen capture and concentration on the surface o f  DCs, B cells are 
believed to gain access to that antigen for antigen specific presentation to T cells (Batista 
et al.. 2000). In this sense. B cells are considered antigenic reservoirs which have the 
potential to am plify and fine-tune T cell responses by “selecting” antigenic epitopes for 
presentation to T cells based on their im m unogenicity and abundance. This mechanism o f 
antigen capture by B cells also allows them to recognize and acquire rare low-affimty 
antigens which drive prim ary acquired responses (Siem asko and C lark, 2001). In this 
w ay. B cells provide a transition betw een the presentation o f  random  antigenic epitopes 
associated w ith the innate imm une system  and defined by m acrophages and DCs. and the 
presentation o f  very specific rare epitopes associated w ith the acquired  imm une system. 
By com pleting this transition, the im m une response is channeled tow ards very selective 
targets linked to the invading pathogen and away from potential “s e l f ' antigens.
B cells are believed to diversify the immune response, in addition to amplifying T 
cell responses. Presentation o f  im m unodom inant epitopes by  nonspecific DCs primes a 
small population o f  naive T cells, which then activate antigen-specific  B cells. These 
antigen-specific B cells are capable o f  internalizing antigen m uch m ore efficiently than 
nonspecific APCs and thus are capable o f  presenting a greater range o f  peptides from the
6
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original protein or proteins associated w ith it to naive T cells. Furtherm ore, sites on an 
antigen bound by surface im m unoglobulin have been shown to be protected from 
proteolysis. Proteolysis is a prerequisite for presentation o f  epitopes. Therefore, 
protection from proteolysis prevents the sam e epitopes from being presented and 
mediates the diversification o f  the peptide repertoire introduced to T cells. By increasing 
the repertoire o f  peptides presented to T cells, B cells promote the recruitm ent o f  diverse 
populations o f  T cells follow ing DC prim ing o f  a few T cell clones specific to 
im m unodom inant peptides, and in this way diversify  the immune response (M am ula and 
Janeway. 1993).
Follow ing antigen capture. B cells m igrate to germ inal centers where they 
proliferate, undergo isotvpe sw itching, and develop high affinities for captured antigen. 
Inside germ inal centers B cell receptor (BCR) affinities are checked for optim al access to 
antigen in com petition w ith other B cells. This initial encounter o f  antigen through the 
BCR triggers the first line o f  signaling events necessary for the B cell to reenter the cell 
cycle and up-regulate inducible co-stim ulatory m olecules, such as B7.1 and B7.2. A 
second line o f  stimuli is provided follow ing m igration o f  B cells to the T cell areas o f  the 
lymph node, w here B cells present captured antigen to cognate T cells, i.e. T  cells already 
activated by related antigen epitopes through and interaction with professional APCs 
(Siem asko and Clark. 2001).
As the im m une response proceeds, the influence on antigen presentation begins to 
shift away from DCs and tow ards B cells. A fter antigen stim ulation, B cells appear to be 
present in larger num bers in lym phoid tissues than m acrophages and D Cs as the num bers
7
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o f  DCs decrease and their phagocytic abilities are dow n-regulated (Banchereau and 
Steinm an, 1998).
Two-step. Two-sinnal M odel for the Prim ary Activation o f  Th Cells (B retscher, 1999)
Contem porary m odels for the activation o f  Th cells describe the process o f  antigen 
presentation as an integrated netw ork o f  interactions betw een less specific, constitutive 
co-stim ulator APCs. e.g.. D Cs and m acrophages, and antigen-specific inducible co­
stim ulator APCs, e.g.. B cells, and T cells. The first step o f  the process o f  precursor Th 
cell activation involves the interaction with APCs w hich present a particu lar antigen Q 
and constitutive!) express co-stim ulatory  molecules, such as B7. As a result o f  this 
interaction, the stimulated Th cells  becom e primed with antigen and proliferate.
The second step o f  the process o f  precursor Th cell activation involves the 
interaction o f  the antigen-prim ed Th cell with antigen Q-specific A PCs, e.g., B cells 
which have been activated follow ing binding between the B cell d isp lay ing  peptides from 
antigen Q and an effector Th cell. The interaction betw een the antigen Q -displaying B cell 
and the effector Th cell leads to induction o f  co-stim ulatory m olecule expression on the B 
cell. These co-stim ulatory m olecules, e.g.. B7, are necessary' to provide a second signal to 
the precursor T h cell along w ith antigen presentation, in order to efficien tly  activate the 
precursor Th cell. Thus, in the presence o f  foreign antigen and proper co-stim ulation, the 
activation o f  precursor Th cells w ould expand the spectrum  o f effector Th cells.
One problem associated w ith  this model is the need for antigen Q -specific effector 
T h cells in order to activate antigen Q-specific B cells. Bretscher (1999) proposes that a 
small pool o f  precursor Th cells endowed with som e basal effector abilities exists 
neonatally and in the presence o f  foreign antigens would yield a greater variety o f
8
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effector T h cells specific for that antigen. These effector functions would not impinge on 
the process o f  peripheral se lf-nonself discrim ination, since Th cells specific for self 
antigens, which are present at birth, would be inactivated by the m echanism s o f  self 
tolerance, and only T h cells not specific for se lf antigens would survive and form the pool 
o f  T h cells with the capacity  to activate B cells.
M ajor H istocom patibility Complex
The major histocom patibility  com plex (M H C) is a polym orphic set o f  genes 
found on chrom osom e 6 in hum ans, chrom osom e 17 in mice, chrom osom e 20 in rats, and 
chrom osom e 16 in chickens. The MHC was first identified genetically as a restricting 
elem ent o f  the im m une response to organ transplants betw een unrelated individuals 
(Bach and Sachs, 1087). In 1974. Z inkem agel and Doherty established a role for MHC 
antigens also as restricting elem ents o f  im m une response to foreign antigens in the 
context o f  self. In im m unological parlance. MHC antigens are proteins involved in the 
restriction o f  im m une responses by virtue o f  the fact that T cells can only recognize 
peptides presented to them in the context o f  MHC m olecules (N atarajan et al., 1999).
The classical M HC m olecules are divided into two classes, class I and class II. 
This division is based on their structure, the pathways o f  their assem bly, and their 
im m unological functions defined by the types o f  T cells with w hich they interact 
(N atarajan et al., 1999).
The class I genes code for the a  chain o f  the MHC m olecule; the P chain, P-2- 
m icroglobulin is encoded by a gene on chrom osom e 15 in hum ans. The a  chain consists 
o f  five dom ains: three a  dom ains, a-1 and a -2  involved in antigen binding, and a-3  
which is an im m unoglobulin-like dom ain, one transm em brane dom ain, and one
9
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cytoplasm ic dom ain. The class II genes encode two a  and tw o p chains. Each o f  the class 
II a  and P chains consists o f  four dom ains: a-1 or P-l com prising the peptide-binding 
dom ain, a -2  or P-2 which are im m unoglobulin-like dom ains, the transm em brane region, 
and the cytoplasm ic tail (Klein and Sato, 2000).
M HC Antigen Processing and Presentation
M HC antigens o f  various specificities are expressed on the surfaces o f  cells in 
large numbers. Between 100.000 and 300.000 class I or class II products o f  each  o f  the 
classical MHC loci are found on the surface o f  a single cell. Each MHC antigen presents 
one peptide. As a result, thousands o f  different peptides are displayed in the context o f 
M HC molecules. Some o f  these peptides are more abundant than others. H ow ever, the 
average num ber o f  copies o f  a specific peptide found on the cell surface is 100 (K lein and 
Sato. 2000). Presentation o f  large num bers o f  peptides o f  a defined specificity, as well as 
the capacity o f  a single cell to d isp lay  a variety o f  peptides, is a function o f  the 
m echanism  o f  antigen processing and presentation. MHC I m olecules present peptides 
derived from intracellular proteins by the endogenous route, while MHC II m olecules 
present peptides from extracellular proteins by the exogenous route.
M HC 1 Antigen Processing and Presentation. The M HC I a  chain dom ains are 
translated and glycosylated in the ER. Follow ing translation, the ct chain dom ains 
assem ble with P-2-m icroglobulin and are retained in the ER until bound to antigenic 
peptide, which stabilizes their conform ation. Peptides binding MHC I m olecules are 
derived from endogenous proteins synthesized on ribosom es within the cytosol. 
Following their synthesis, these proteins are degraded in the cytosol by m ulticom ponent 
com plexes, called proteases and delivered to the ER (Krensky, 1997). Entry o f  antigens
to
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generated in the cytoplasm  into the ER is m ediated by the peptide transporter, TAP 
(Hudson and Ploegh. 2002). After proper loading o f  the M HC 1 m olecule with antigen 
and stabilization o f  the com plex, the peptide-loaded class I m olecules depart from the 
peptide loading com partm ent and travel to the plasm a m em brane via the secretory 
pathw ay (H udson and Ploegh, 2002).
M HC II Antigen Processing and Presentation. M HC II m olecules are translated 
and glycosylated in the ER, following which they bind a transm em brane glycoprotein, the 
invariant chain (Ii), in the peptide-binding groove o f  the assem bled m olecule. This 
com plex leaves the ER and travels to the peptide-loading com partm ent where the 
invariant chain is proteolyzed to leave a sm all fragment, class-II associated invariant 
chain peptide (CLIP), within the peptide-binding groove. A m olecule with a structure 
sim ilar to the M HC II m olecule, called HLA-DM , m ediates the release o f  the CLIP 
peptide from the peptide-binding groove, which is occupied by the antigenic peptide 
(Hudson and Ploegh, 2002).
M HC II m olecules bind exogenous peptides. Exogenous antigens enter the cell 
via receptor-m ediated endocytosis or pinocytosis, pass through an organelle called early 
endosom e. and en ter the peptide-loading com partm ent, which is a specialized endosom e 
characterized by an acidic pH and a high concentration o f  proteases. Follow ing assem bly 
o f  the M HC II-antigen com plex, it is transported to the plasm a m em brane by the 
secretory pathw ay (Krensky, 1997).
11
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Mouse M HC I H-2)
Historical Overview . The MHC was first described  in mice. In 1916, Little and 
Tvzzer studied the fate o f  tum or transplants betw een m ice and showed that a few 
dom inantly expressed genes influenced tum or graft outcom e. Further evidence for the 
effect o f  genetic factors on transplant fate cam e from a study done by Bover in 1927. who 
found that skin transplants between identical tw ins w ere not rejected.
The first identification o f  such genetic factors influencing transplant fate cam e as 
a result o f  experim ents done by Gorer (1937), who show ed that blood type segregates 
with resistance and susceptibility to transplantable tum ors in mice. Gorer tested backcross 
animals segregating for the Fu gene, previously identified by George Snell at the Jackson 
Laboratory as segregating with tumor fate, and found that the blood group antigen 
described by him  also co-segregates with Fu (G orer et al., 1948). The Fu locus identified 
by Snell and the locus identified by Gorer were one and the same. That locus was called 
H-2.
Soon after the identification o f  the H-2  locus as a determ inant o f  transplant fate, 
the characterization o f  that locus revealed a high level o f  complexity. By 1953. seven 
alleles segregating at the H-2 locus had been identified. It was determined that the alleles 
at that locus w ere expressed co-dom inantly and that crossing over can occur w ithin the 
locus. N inety recom binants at that locus were identified by 1980. Furthermore, the 
occurrence o f  crossing-over suggested that there are at least two loci within the H-2 
region. These loci w ere called H-2K  and H-2D. (Snell, 1980).
A second m ethod used to identify H  loci involved the creation o f  congenic 
resistant lines. A line was identified which carried a gene, o r group o f  linked genes, that
12
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made it resist transplants from its partner inbred strain. Through com plem entation tests 
and scans for visible m arkers present in the introduced segm ent, new H  loci were 
identified (Bailey, 1975).
At the time that linkage studies were em ployed to  identify histocom patibility loci. 
Gorer focused on the serological approach to H  locus identification. Through red cell 
agglutination and the cytotoxic action o f  iso-antibody plus com plem ent on lymphocytes. 
Gorer produced antisera w hich, based on the difference betw een donor and recipient only 
at H-2, contained only  an ti- //-7  antibodies. The reaction patterns betw een these antisera 
appeared very com plex and w ere defined by characteristic strain-specific distributions. 
Thus, each reaction pattern w as specific and could be assigned a number.
Through the m ethods described above it has been dem onstrated that there are at 
least 200 alleles at both the K  and D  loci (D uncan et al., 1979). A llotyping specificities 
mapped to two m utually  exclusive regions, one m apping w ithin the K  region and another 
w ithin the D  region. Furtherm ore, a third allotyping specificity region was identified and 
called H-2L. This new locus is closely linked to the D  locus (Snell et al., 1976).
Since the d iscovery  o f  the m ouse M HC, a series o f  studies have led to the 
characterization o f  the structure o f  the H -2  com plex. T he m ouse M HC consists o f  five 
regions: K, /, S, D , and Tlu. These regions produce four classes o f  antigens: MHC I 
associated with the K  and D  regions, M HC II associated w ith the /  region, class III 
associated with the S  region, and class IV associated w ith the Tla region. The different 
classes are differentiated based on their chem ical properties and tissue distribution. Class 
I antigens are expressed on all cells except the early em bryo. C lass II antigens are
13
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expressed on professional APCs. C lass III expression is found in serum , and class IV 
expression is found on specific lym phocyte sub-populations (Snell. 1980).
One o f  the first exam ples o f  the association between M HC haplotype and disease 
came in the 1960s. when Tenant and Snell using congenic resistant strains, dem onstrated 
that cell-free extracts from virally-induced leukem ias in strains o f  a certain MHC 
haplotype preferentially induce leukem ias in m ice o f  the sam e M HC haplotype and that 
there is a difference in the degree o f  resistance by other haplotypes (Tennant. 1965).
Later it was determ ined that im m une response genes (Ir ) m ap to the /  region o f 
H-2  (M cD evitt et al.. 1972). as w ell as the K  and D regions (Snell. 1979). Further support 
for the role o f  H-2 antigens in the im m une response cam e from the observation that T 
cells recognize not only foreign antigens on the surfaces o f  cells but also M HC antigens 
and that the two need to be recognized sim ultaneously in order to produce an immune 
reaction, a phenom enon known as M HC restriction (Z inkem agel and Doherty, 1974).
Zinkem agel and D oherty studied the basic aspects o f  im m une defense against 
viruses in various strains o f  m ice in the 1960s and 1970s. They found that T t. cells from 
one m ouse strain are capable o f  recognizing and killing virally infected cells from 
another m ouse strain only i f  the tw o strains share the same H -2  v ariants. In this sense, the 
essence o f  T cell recognition o f  foreign antigens m ay be seen as detection o f  violated 
MHC integrity.
The pioneenng studies in m ice did not only lead to the identification o f  the 
genetic restriction o f  transplant fate and the characterization o f  the loci which determ ine 
histocom patibility. They also established the essence o f  the im m une uniqueness o f
14
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individuals within a species as a function o f  their possessing a unique set o f  
transplantation antigens.
H -2  S tructure (Fig. 1). The mouse M H C  spans betw een 3 and 4 Mb on chrom osom e 
17 and is divided into three regions encoding class I. class II, and class III m olecules. The 
class I region contains the H-2K, -D , and - L loci which together encom pass 
approxim ately 30 genes. In addition, the class I region includes loci, such as Q a . Tin, and 
A/, which encode non-classical MHC m olecules. The class II M HC m olecules are found 
in the H-21 region w hich contains the [A and IE  loci, as well as a few genes, such as Pb 
and Eh2, for which no protein products have been identified. The class I region is split by 
the class 11 and class III regions. The class III region encodes about 20 molecules 
involved in the com plem ent cascade as well as cytokine products such as TNF and 
m olecules involved in antigen processing (Roitt et al.. 1998).
Hum an M H C (//L 4 )
Historical O verview . The human M HC is termed hum an leukocyte antigen (HLA). It 
contains more than 200 genes, about 40  o f  which encode antigens expressed on 
leukocytes. The rest are genes not evolu tionanlv  related to the HLA genes and some are 
not involved in im m unity (Klein and Sato, 2000).
The HLA was the third MHC identified after the identification o f  the m ouse H-2 and 
the chicken B  com plex. It was discovered independently by several researchers. Dausset 
described it in 1953 as the MAC antigen based on the observation that sera from 
transfused patients agglutinated leukocytes (Dausset, 1958). In 1958, Rose Payne 
identified sim ilar antibodies in sera from m ultiparous wom en and nam ed the causative 
antigen LA2 (Payne et al., 1964). van R ood described the antigen as the 8a antigen and
15
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developed com puter program s for antigen grouping based on reaction specificity (van 
Rood, 1965). S ince the 1953 report by Bernard Am os that H-2 antigens can be detected 
using leukoagglutinins. it was suspected that human leukocyte agglutinins played a role 
in transplantation.
These independent findings were not coordinated until the Second International 
Histocom patibility W orkshop in 1965. when a single panel o f  45 cells was tested by 
different laboratories, using techniques independently developed by these laboratories, to 
compare agglutinin specificities (Park and Terasaki. 2000). The Third W orkshop in 1967. 
established the presence o f  two distinct specificities, now know n as HLA-A and HLA-B. 
These specificities w ere given the common nam e HLA at the Histocompatibility 
Organization nom enclature  m eeting held in 1968.
Follow ing that m eeting, the nomenclature o f  the HLA has evolved in accordance 
with the im proved understanding o f  the complexity o f  the system . By 1970. an additional 
class 1 locus w as identified and named HLA-C  (Thorsby. 1970). By 1980, the class II 
loci. DR. DQ, and D P. had been identified (Park. 1978). In 1970. these loci had been 
descnbed by A m os and Yunis as a genetic system responsible for T-cell activation in 
mixed lym phocyte culture.
Ever since the d iscovery  in 1967 (Amiel, 1967), that certain M HC polymorphisms 
are associated w ith  an increased risk o f  H odgkin’s disease, a series o f  studies have been 
designed to find d isease associations with specific M HC haplotypes. M HC haplotype has 
been im plicated in the predisposition to a variety o f  m ainly autoimmune or 
im m unopathological conditions, such as viral o r bacterial infections (Zinkem agel and 
Doherty, 1979). So far betw een 50 and 100 diseases have been linked to HLA alleles. For
17
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som e o f  them , the association with the M H C appears logical, for others it is less clear. 
Am ong the diseases listed as linked to particu lar HLA  alleles in the Danish HLA and 
Disease Registry are systemic lupus erythem atosus, m ultiple sclerosis, hem achrom atosis, 
and manic depression.
HLA  Structure (Fig. 1). The hum an M HC spans a region o f  6.3 Mb on 
chrom osom e 6. It is divided into three regions: class I, class II. and class III. The classical 
class I loci are HLA-A. H LA-B , and HLA-C. The classical class II loci are H LA-D P , -DQ. 
and -DR. O ther class I genes, HLA-E, -F. -G, -H , -J. -A.', and -L were recently recognized. 
O f  these, only H LA-E . -F. and -G appear to be expressed. The class III region separates 
the class I and class II regions on the chrom osom e. It contains both genes involved in the 
form ation o f  im m une response and genes unrelated to immunity. Some o f  the genes 
found in the class III region o f the HLA are the genes for HSP70, TNF. the com plem ent 
proteins C4A . C4B, C2, and BF, and cypO L  w hich is the gene for 21-hydroxylase, an 
enzym e involved in corticosteroid m etabolism .
Chicken M HC (B  com plex)
Historical O verview . The chicken B  com plex was the second M HC identified 
after the m ouse M HC and before the hum an M HC. It was first characterized by 
serological m ethods as a polymorphic antigen expressed on chicken erythrocytes (Briles 
et al., 1950). Antibodies to erythrocyte antigens w ere generated by injection o f  w hole 
blood or blood cells into closely related individuals. Test-reagents specific for each 
antigen w ere prepared by serum dilution, follow ed by selective antibody absorption w ith 
w ashed erythrocytes until no agglutination w ith  the cells used for absorption was 
detected. Selective absorption refers to an initial absorption with cells o f  birds selected at
18
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random  or because o f  their erythrocyte antigenic constitution, if  it was known, and 
subsequent testing o f  the resulting absorbed antisera w ith the cells o f  selected birds. The 
agglutination tests involved m ixing o f  an erythrocyte suspension o f  unknown antigen 
genotype with different test-reagents in serial dilutions. This process resulted in the 
grouping o f  birds according to the reaction patterns o f  their erythrocytes with the test- 
reagents (Briles et al., 1950).
This method led to the identification o f  thirteen erythrocyte alloantigens, among 
which was the B system. The sam e system  was also independently identified by Gilmour 
in 1959 along with another system , named the L system  (G ilm our, 1959). The 
observation o f  a high level o f  polym orphism  at the B  complex even in inbred populations 
suggested a function for the com plex in survival and fitness through a mechanism 
associated with a selective advantage o f  heterozygosity at that locus. Schierm an and 
Nordskog elucidated the precise im m une role o f  the B  com plex in 1961, after they 
established that the B  system  controls tolerance to skin hom ografts (Schierm an and 
Nordskog, 1961). This finding identified the B complex as a determ inant o f 
histocom patibility and suggested that it represents the chicken hom ologue o f  the mouse 
MHC.
Soon after the d iscovery  o f  the chicken M HC, it becam e clear that at the genetic 
level, the B  system is a com plex o f  at least three loci (Pink et al., 1977). This conclusion 
was based both on biochem ical analysis o f  the B system  antigens and on the first 
observations o f  recom bination w ithin the complex. The first studies on recom bination 
within the B complex identified two genetic regions, a B-F/B-L  region containing two 
different loci, and a B-G  region com prised o f  one locus. The B-F antigens appeared
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hom ologous to the m am m alian Class I antigens, w hile the B-L antigens appeared 
homologous to the m am m alian C lass II antigens. The B-G antigens (class IV), for which 
no hom ologues hav e been found, were initially found expressed only on erythrocytes and 
were not linked to histocom patibility  despite their high polym orphism  (Plachy et al.,
1992). Later studies, how ever, have found B-G expression on non-erythroid cells and 
possible involvem ent in histocom patibility (Salom onsen et al.. 1991).
Cytogenetic m ethods led to the localization o f  the B  com plex to the same 
chrom osom e as the nucleolar organizer region (NOR), nam ely  m icrochrom osom e 16. 
The precise m echanism  o f  B complex cytogenetic localization depended on the 
surv ivability o f  birds trisom ic for chrom osome 16 due to its sm all size. The observation 
that birds w ith three or four nucleoli in their somatic cells w ere also found by serological 
methods to express three or four B complex specificities respectively, established the 
genetic linkage betw een the NOR and the B system (Bloom  and Bacon, 1985; Bloom et 
al., 1987).
Studies done by Yainio et al. in the 1980s, established the ro le o f  B system 
antigens as restrictors o f  antigen recognition by T cells and in cell cooperation. Vainio et 
al. found that cooperation betw een T and B cells, which is necessary for a successful 
antibody response to sheep red blood cells (SRBC, a T-dependent antigen), required 
identity at the M HC betw een T and B cells, while the response to Brucella  abortus (BA. 
a T-independent antigen) did not depend on the requirem ent for M HC identity between 
cooperating cells. Furtherm ore, the same group, using recom binant lines, concluded that 
the B-L region controls antibody formation and germ inal cen ter form ation, while identity
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at the B -F  and B-G  regions is not sufficient for successful T-B cell cooperation (Vainio et 
al., 1984, reviewed in Plachy et al., 1992).
The discovery o f  B -G , a new region within the M HC unknow n in other species, 
led to an increased interest in that antigen and its potential functions. B-G antigens have 
been found on erythrocytes, throm bocytes, lymphocytes, and strom al cells o f  the cecal 
tonsil, bursa, thymus, and the epithelial cells o f  the small intestine. The function o f  B-G 
has not been elucidated yet. However, it has been associated w ith some immune 
functions, such as an “adjuvant effect” , which m anifests itse lf as the ability to enhance 
the production o f  alloantibodies to other erythrocyte antigens, e.g. B-F. and the 
generation o f  rapid, vigorous antibody responses dependent on allelic B-G  differences 
betw een erythrocyte donor and recipient. B-G antigens have also been implicated in the 
m echanism s responsible for the presence o f  “natural antibodies”, w hich are antibodies 
naturally present in the serum  o f  non-im munized anim als o f  various species (Dietert et 
al., 1991).
Inconsistencies observed between serologically defined B  com plex haplotypes 
and haplotypes identified by  RFLP, suggested the existence o f  a second, independently- 
segregating polym orphic M HC-like system in chickens, designated /?/^K (B riles et al.,
1993). Linkage studies and physical m apping o f  the B com plex region o f  chromosome 
16, revealed that the R fpY  system  is also found on m icrochrom osom e 16 and that it is 
located betw een the B  com plex and the region containing the N O R  and exhibiting high 
levels o f  recom bination (M iller et al., 1996). The imm une functions o f  the RfpY  system 
are still unclear. H ow ever, it has been implicated in the outcom e o f  Rous sarcomas
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(LePage et al.. 2000a), as a m inor histocom patibility locus (Pharr et al.. 1996). and in the 
outcom e o f  M arek’s disease (Pharr et al.. 1997; W akenell et al.. 1996).
The chicken M H C dem onstrates a strong association with the response to a 
variety o f  viral neoplastic, parasitic, bacterial, and autoim m une diseases. Am ong the 
neoplastic diseases w hich show a link to M HC haplotype are: M arek 's disease (B nles et 
al.. 1977), Rous sarcom a virus-induced neoplasia (Collins and Briles. 1977), and avian 
leukosis (Yoo and Sheldon, 1992). Parasitic diseases linked to the B complex include 
eukaryotic infections by m em bers o f  the genus Eim erui, e.g.. Eimerui tenella  (Clare et 
al.. 1985). Bacterial infections, e.g. with Staphylococcus aureus and Pastcurella  
multoctda  (the agent o f  Fowl cholera) also dem onstrate an association with the chicken 
MHC (C otter et al., 1992; Lamont et al.. 1987). In addition, spontaneous autoim m une 
thyroiditis in the obese strain o f  chickens, a model for H ashim oto’s disease, also shows 
an association w ith the B com plex (Rose. 1994).
B  Com plex Structure (Fig. 1). The B -F  B-L region, which represents the chicken 
MHC. has been cloned and sequenced. Com pared to m am m alian MHC regions, it is very 
com pact. It spans 92 kb, which m akes it roughly 20-tim es sm aller than the human MHC. 
The gene num ber is also very small com pared to m am m alian M HCs. There are 19 genes 
in the chicken B -F  B-L  region. There are no repetitive elem ents or repeats in the central 
portion o f  the region extending from the class II-P to the class I genes. The average intron 
size is 200 nucleotides and the average intergenic distances are 30 nucleotides (Kaufm an 
et al., 1999).
There are tw o class II-P genes and two class I-a  genes in addition to nonclassical 
MHC genes, such as TAP  (transporter associated w ith antigen processing) genes, D M -a
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and DM-fS genes (involved in proteolysis o f  presented antigens), and the RIN G S  gene 
which encodes a nuclear kinase. The single, nonpolym orphic class l l- a  gene, unlike its 
m am m alian counterpart, is located aw ay from the B  locus. There is only one class III 
gene, the com plem ent com ponent, C4, w hich is located outside o f  the class I and class II 
regions. O ther class III genes are located in clusters not linked to the M HC. The chicken 
M HC also contains genes not found in m am m alian M HCs, such as one B-G  gene, which 
is unique to chickens and encodes a B-G  m olecule found on B cells, genes encoding C- 
typc anim al lectins, and a natural killer receptor gene, NK r (Kaufm an et al., 1999).
Genes encoding the chicken class IV region, the B-G  region, arc closely linked to 
the B-F  B-L region separated from each other by approxim ately 0.05 cM . (K aufm an et 
al., 1991). Based on Southern blots using cD N A  clones corresponding to B-G m olecules, 
it has been suggested that the B-G  region is extensive and com posed o f  m ultiple genes, 
some o f  w hich are nonpolym orphic. That region o f  the chicken B com plex has not been 
sequenced yet (K aufm an and Lamont, 1996).
The m ajor difference betw een the chicken M HC and m am m alian M H C s is the 
sim plicity and com pactness o f  the ch icken  B  com plex. There are no recom binants found 
between the class I and class II genes so far. This low level o f  recom bination leads to co ­
evolution o f  genes within the M HC such that haplotypes evolve as stable units. This 
results in co-evolution o f  genes, such as the TAP  genes, N K r  gene, and D M  genes, 
together with the classical class II and class I genes, as polym orphic genes, w ith  each 
com bination o f  alleles at these loci representing  a haplotype. In term s o f  phenotype, this 
phenom enon m anifests itse lf as a strong  association betw een particular haplotypes and
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resistance and susceptib ility  to infectious pathogens, the classical example being the 
association w ith M arek’s disease.
Furtherm ore, the specificity o f  chicken M HC m olecules is restricted by the fact 
ihat o f  the tw o polym orphic class I and class II genes, only  one is expressed at a high 
level, leading to a "dom inance recessivity” rather than a "co-dom inance” situation. This 
apparently suicidal strategy o f  immune recognition defines a "plus/m inus” paradigm o f  
imm une response in chickens, m aking them  very' resistant to some pathogens while 
susceptible to others. Even though the driving force behind this "m inim al essential 
M HC” strategy has not been clearly defined, it has been proposed that some 
com pensating pressure prevents the up-regulation o f  M HC expression. One possibility is 
that M arek 's  disease, w hich is an important and virulent disease, imposes a strong 
selective pressure on chicken MHC specificity and that a sim ple MHC is necessary to 
regulate the level o f  expression o f  MHC alleles in response to this selective pressure 
(Kaufm an and Salom onsen, 1997).
M inor H istocom patibility  Antigens
The developm ent o f  techniques for the characterization o f  HLA-associated 
peptides by  Engelhard (1994), led to the identification polym orphic se lf peptides 
presented in the context o f  se lf  MHC m olecules, w hich have an effect on tissue 
acceptance. These antigens, called minor histocom patib ility  antigens, are involved in the 
rejection o f  tissue grafts even if  the donor and recipient are m atched at their MHCs but 
are associated w ith a less vigorous response than in the case o f  MHC mismatch. Som e 
exam ples o f  m inor histocom patibility antigens include the HA-2 antigen, which is a 
peptide from the non-filam ent-form ing class I m yosin fam ily (den Haan et al., 1995), and
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the HY antigen, which is encoded by a gene on the Y chrom osom e and is therefore only 
found in m en causing rejection o f  H LA -m atched grafts o f  male tissue by female 
recipients (Fischer-Lindahl et al., 1991).
Nonclassical M ajor H istocom patibility Antigens
Nonclassical MHC m olecules are involved not only in antigen presentation but 
also in im m unoregulation o f  both innate and acquired im m une responses as well as in 
nonim m une processes. They are differentiated from classical MHC molecules by their 
reduced tissue expression and lower level o f  polym orphism . In hum ans, som e 
nonclassical M HC antigens include: HLA-E. -F, and -G , M ICA and MICB. and CD1. In 
mice, antigens encoded by the Q. T. and M clusters o f  the MHC region, are nonclassical 
M HC proteins (Braud et al., 1999).
HLA-E, which shares hom ology with the m ouse Qa-1 antigen, is involved in the 
regulation o f  natural killer (N K ) cell activity through binding to NK cell receptors (Braud 
et al., 1998). HLA-G also appears to be able to regulate NK cell function either directly 
through binding to NK cell receptors (V erm a et al., 1997), or indirectly through up- 
regulation o f  HLA-E expression (L iano et al., 1998). The M IC antigens are involved in 
the activation o f  y-6 T cells in the GI epithelium  and thus indirectly influence the 
m aintenance o f  GI epithelium  integrity by elim inating infected epithelial cells (Braud et 
al., 1999). HLA-H, now know n as HFE, controls iron m etabolism  by binding to the 
transferrin receptor (TfR) on liver and gut cells and m odulates the receptor affinity for 
iron-bound transferrin (Lebron et al., 1998). CD1 antigens are crucial in the process o f  
lipid antigen presentation to T cells and thus significantly  influence responses to bacterial 
infections. To date the role o f  HLA -F rem ains uncharacterized (Braud et al., 1999).
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MHC Polym orphism
The capacity  for an efficient immune response generated to the im m ense variety 
o f  antigens that an organism  encounters during its lifetim e depends on the polymorphism  
o f  the MHC. W ith respect to MHC I. a heterozygous individual expresses six m ajor MHC 
specificities, excluding the contribution o f  nonclassical M HC I m olecules: two HLA-A 
alleles (one from each parent), two HLA-B  alleles, and two H LA -C  alleles. The 
degeneracy o f  peptide binding, represented as the ability o f  a single M HC m olecule to 
bind a variety o f  peptides also contributes to the versatility  o f  M HC-antigen recognition. 
This versatility o f  peptide presentation by the M HC is tied in with exquisite specificity. A 
T cell can discrim inate between single amino acid changes in the M HC-bound peptide 
(Schwartz, 1986) and in the presenting MHC m olecule itse lf (N athenson et al.. 1986).
The fine balance between versatility o f  peptide binding and specificity on the 
level o f  a single am ino acid is a function o f  the interplay betw een the m echanism  for 
m aintaining self-tolerance and processes such as pathogen-driven selection, disassortative 
mating, and poorly understood reproductive m echanism s leading to the enhanced survival 
o f  fetuses w hich are unlike their mothers (Clarke and Kirby, 1966).
Pathogen-driven selection enhances MHC polym orphism  through heterozygote 
advantage. Selection favors rare haplotypes in order to avoid pathogen evasion o f  
immunity conferred by com m on MHC specificities (Potts and Slev, 1995). Disassortative 
mating is a m echanism  m ediated by the ability o f  vertebrates to detect M HC haplotype by 
smell. Studies in m ice have demonstrated the propensity  o f  fem ales to mate with MHC- 
dissimilar m ales (Potts et al., 1991). Enhanced survival o f  fetuses heterozygous at the 
MHC could be m ediated by the presence o f  lethal recessive genes linked to MHC loci.
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For exam ple, the m ouse t-com plex in which H-2  is located, contains recessive embryonic 
lethal genes. Fetuses hom ozygous for a certain recessive lethal die, while fetuses 
heterozygous at these loci survive, even if  they sim ply carry different versions o f  the 
lethal genes (Bechtol, 1982).
M HC polym orphism  not only enhances the survival o f  the individual, i.e.. as a 
function o f  the increased num ber o f  peptides recognized by heterozygous MHCs, but also 
prom otes the survival o f  the species as a function o f  the high ru m b er o f  rare alleles. This 
is im portant because pathogens evolve to avoid recognition by common MHC 
haplotypes. The exact m olecular factors w hich m aintain the balance between the high 
level o f  M HC polym orphism  and the narrow  specificity o f  M HC-peptide-T cell 
interactions remain to be elucidated.
O ther Functions o f  the M HC
The MHC influences not only im m une recognition and susceptibility to infectious 
and imm une diseases, but also individual odors, m ating preferences, kin recognition and 
cooperation, and pregnancy outcom e. In fact, the M HC is the first exam ple o f  a locus 
which controls com plex behav ioral patterns serv ing im portant functions related to species 
survival. These behavioral patterns influence m ating preferences and kin recognition 
which result in either kin cooperation, increasing inclusive fitness, or avoidance o f  
m atings with kin, to reduce the level o f  inbreeding. The precise m echanism s controlling 
m ating preferences and kin recognition depend on the ability o f  M HC differences to 
influence odors detectable by prospective mates. Studies supporting this hypothesis have 
been conducted both in m ice (C arroll et al., 2002) and hum ans (Jacob et al.. 2002, 
reviewed in Potts, 2002).
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Accessory M olecules
Antigen presentation and T cell activation are not solely dependent on the 
interaction between the TCR on T cells and MHC m olecules on APCs. These processes 
are also modulated by accessory  molecules. These are m em brane m olecules which serve 
the dual purpose o f  stabilizing the interaction betw een a T cell and an APC or effector 
cell by acting as adhesion mediators and transducing signals to the cytoplasm  which 
either enhance or attenuate antigen-driven responses (Aruffo et al.. 1992). Based on their 
function, accessory m olecules can be assigned to one or both o f  the following categories:
(a) surface m olecules m ediating adhesion to other cells.
(b) signaling m olecules, which include im m unoglobulin Fc receptors, 
com plem ent receptors, cytokine receptors, and antigen-receptor associated 
signaling m olecules.
An example o f  a m olecular interaction involved in signal transduction is the one 
betw een CD28 on T cells and B7.1 or B7.2 on antigen presenting cells. This interaction 
provides a signal secondary to antigen recognition in the context o f  the MHC. necessary 
for the initiation o f  naive T cell responses. A key elem ent o f  this signal is that together 
w ith a stimulus com ing through the TCR, it perm its production o f  high levels o f  IL-2, 
and thus provides an essential signal for survival and proliferation o f  T cells, and 
prevents apoptosis or the induction o f  anergy, w hich would occur in the absence o f  co­
stim ulation. A lternatively, B7 m olecules on APCs could bind a m olecule related to 
CD 28, known as C TLA -4, w hich is a negative regulator o f  T cell activation (W atts and 
DeBenedette, 1999). In the presence o f  large enough num bers o f  M HC-antigen 
com plexes necessary to initiate adequate TCR signaling, the ensuing imm une response
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will be influenced by the spatial and tem poral distribution o f  B7-CD 28 and B7-CTLA-4 
complexes. In the case o f  low availability  o f  B7 ligands. CTLA -4 signals predom inate 
and inhibit T cell responses, since C TLA -4 has a stronger avidity for CD 28 than does B7. 
In the presence o f  abundant B7 ligands on APCs, CD 28-m ediated signals would 
dom inate the im m une response and induce T cell proliferation. As a result o f  T cell 
activation and IL-2 production, there w ould be an increase in the synthesis and 
expression o f  CTLA-4 m olecules and feedback inhibition o f  T cell proliferation through a 
nse  in the frequency o f  B7-CTLA-4 interactions (Cham bers and Allison. 1997).
Another set o f  accessory m olecules. CD 19 and CD 21. are part o f  a 
m ultim olecular com plex on the surface o f  B cells, involved in the am plification o f  signals 
transduced through the BCR. CD 19 has no characterized ligands, while CD21 interacts 
mainly with C3 fragments o f  com plem ent. C om plem ent associates with antigen-antibody 
com plexes and thus cross-links the CD 19 CD21 com plex with the BCR leading to signal 
am plification and B cell activation and proliferation. In this way, the CD19 CD21 
complex provides a link betw een the innate im m une response in the form o f  complement 
activation by bacterial polysaccharides, and the acquired im m une response in the form o f 
B cell activation (Tsubata, 1999).
Fc receptors m ediate a variety  o f  effector functions triggered by cross-linking 
with the appropriate im m unoglobulin. A m ong these functions are: phagocytosis, antibody 
dependent cellular cytotoxicity, release o f  m ediators, and enhancem ent o f  antigen 
presentation. CD32, also known as Fc-yR IIb l, is a low affinity  Fc receptor for aggregated 
Ig/ imm une com plexes and is broadly d istributed on a variety  o f  im m une cells, including 
B cells and m onocytes. In addition to the above-m entioned functions, CD32 can also
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have an inhibitory  effect on B cell activation. C ross-linking o f  the antigen receptor on B 
cells by antibodies leads to BCR co-aggregation w ith CD32. This m ay occur because 
antibodies that bind the BCR also bind CD32 through the Fc portion o f  their constant 
regions. This cross-linking can inhibit signaling through the BCR by sequestration o f  the 
antigen recep tor aw ay  from other signaling m olecules necessary for B cell activation 
(Peaker, 1994).
An exam ple o f  an adhesion molecule involved in T cell activation is CD2, which 
binds LFA-3 on A P C s and effector cells and stabilizes the binding between T cells and 
other im m une cells. The initial interaction betw een a T cell and an APC is weak as the T 
cell scans the surface o f  the APC for peptides presented in the context o f  MHC 
m olecules. R ecognition o f  a peptide-M HC com plex by  the T cell provides a signal which 
strengthens the affin ity  o f  CD2 for its partner on the APC, prolonging the interaction 
betw een the two cells and allow ing all the signaling events necessary for complete T cell 
activation to occur (K uby, 1992).
Lym phocyte activation leads to up-regulated expression o f  a variety o f  surface 
m olecules including  not only adhesion m olecules but also receptors for growth and 
differentiation factors, necessary for the induction o f  cell proliferation and differentiation. 
Am ong these surface m olecules are a variety o f  receptors for cytokines, such as IL-2 
(CD25, C D 122, C D 132) on T cells, IL-4 (CD 124) on B and T cells, and IL-1 (CD 121b) 
on B cells and m acrophages. IL-2 is a cytokine produced by T cells which drives the 
autocrine pro liferation  and activation o f additional T cell clones as well as the growth and 
differentiation o f  B cells.In  this sense, cytokine receptors “am plify” the immune response
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by recruiting new  leukocyte sub-populations and m ediating the generation o f  additional 
clones o f  already activated cells.
O f particular interest with respect to B cell activation, is the CD22 accessory 
m olecule, found exclusively on B cells. CD22 has a m olecular weight o f  approxim ately 
135 kD in hum ans (Tedder et al.. 1997) and approxim ately 150 kD in m ice (Torres et al., 
1992). There are two serologically distinguishable CD22 alleles in m ice (Lajaunias et al., 
1999). CD 22 appears to be an adhesion m olecule since its extracellular dom ain contains 
hom ologous regions to known adhesion m olecules. Furtherm ore, CD 22 has been shown 
to mediate B cell to B cell adhesion in addition to heterotypic adhesion between B cells 
and various cell types, including erythrocytes, neutrophils, lym phocytes, and monocytes.
CD 22 is a sialoadhesin binding to sialic acids and w as first associated with the 
dow n-m oduiation o f  BCR signaling through an increase o f  the threshold for B cell 
activation as a result o f  antigen binding (Stam enkovich et al.. 1991). This effect is a 
function o f  the ability o f  CD22 to recruit the protein tyrosine phosphatase, (S H P )-l, 
which initiates signaling cascades m ediating the dow n-m odulation o f  cell proliferation 
and antibody production. CD22 has also been im plicated in the assem bly o f  com plexes 
for the delivery o f  positive signals for B cell activation (O ’Rourke et al., 1997). This 
conclusion is based on the observations that CD22 m Ab augm ents B cell proliferation 
following cross-linking o f  surface Ig and that CD22 co-precipitates with kinases and 
phosphatases know n to be involved in the activation o f  B cells. These observations could 
be the result o f  sequestration o f  intracellular inhibitory signaling m olecules or the 
assem bly o f  a separate co-stim ulatory com plex as a result o f  CD 22 ligation (CD80).
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Based on these seem ingly contradictory' conclusions about the physiologic 
function o f  CD 22, it has been suggested that rather than acting as a sim ple negative or 
positive regulator o f  B cell activation. CD 22 functions to adjust the signaling threshold o f  
the BCR in response to a variety o f  conditions related to antigen binding (Tedder et al.. 
1997). D ifferential regulation o f  the expression o f  CD 22 and its ligands determ ines the 
conditions under w hich CD 22 is ligated. Interaction betw een CD22 and its ligands could 
lead to dissociation o f  CD 22 from the BCR and enhancem ent o f  B cell activation by 
removal o f  the constitutive inhibitory effect o f CD22 on BCR signaling. Since most 
CD22 ligands are found in secondary lymphoid organs, presentation o f  antigen at these 
sites will be associated with CD22 ligation and subsequent lowering o f  the BCR 
signaling threshold and increased B cell activation (O ’Rourke et al.. 1997). In the absence 
o f  antigen presentation and adequate levels o f CD22 ligands, outside o f  secondary 
lymphoid organs. CD22 would localize (SH P)-l to the cell m em brane and thus mediate 
the dow n-regulation o f  spontaneous or inappropriate signaling (Tedder et al., 1997).
CD22 has been shown to bind cells o f the sinusoidal epithelium  in the bone 
m arrow, thus affecting the m igration o f  B cells to the bone m arrow. CD 22 also appears to 
bind CD75. a m olecule expressed on m ature B cells, as well as IgM, thus influencing 
hum oral im m une responses (Tsubata, 1999). In addition to B cell-B  cell interactions, 
CD22, as a possible ligand for CD45 on T cells, has also been im plicated in the control o f 
lym phocyte activation. CD45 can have positive or negative effects on the activation o f  T 
cells by dephosphorylating intracellular TCR-associated substrates w ith opposing effects 
on T cell activation. CD45 function m ay be regulated by associations with other T cell 
receptors and is dependent on CD22 binding. It has been proposed that the activation or
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inhibition o f  antigen-receptor signaling could depend on the proportion o f  CD45 
m olecules capable o f  binding CD22 and aggregating w ith the antigen receptor and 
accessory m olecules (Sgroi et al., 1995).
Despite the abundance o f  information concerning the structure, ligands, and 
effects o f  CD22 based on a variety  o f  in vitro experim ents and in vivo  knock-out studies, 
the precise physiological role o f  CD22 rem ains to be elucidated. Based on the 
characterization o f  C D 22 as a regulatory' m olecule involved in the setting-up o f  signaling 
thresholds for lym phocyte activation, it is possible that inherited polym orphism s in CD22 
could have significant effects on susceptibility to infection or predisposition  to a variety 
o f  autoim m une diseases and other conditions associated with the im m une system.
N on-B  Erythrocyte A lloantiuen System s in the Chicken: E rythrocyte Alloantitten L(Fm -L)
There are thirteen erythrocyte alloantigens identified so far in chickens (Briles et 
al., 1950; Briles, 1962; G ilm our, 1959). These include; Ea-A, Ea-B , Ea-C. Ea-D , Ea-E , 
E u -lf , Ea-L Ea-J, Ea-K . Ea-L . E a-S , Ea-P, and Ea-R. E rythrocyte alloantigens are by 
definition cell surface m olecules on erythrocytes which d iffer betw een individuals within 
a species. Some o f  the thirteen alloantigen system s have also been found on cells other 
than erythrocytes. The m ajority  o f  the characterized alloantigens are glycosylated, e.g., 
Ea-A. For some o f  them  allelic differences are based on glycosylation heterogeneity, 
while for others polym orphism  is a reflection o f  protein d ifferences (B-G ) (Dietert et al., 
1992).
Prior to 1985, erythrocyte alloantigens and their polym orphism s had been 
identified using alloantibodies, as described on page 18 o f  this review concerning the B 
com plex characterization by Briles et al. (1950). M ore recently , the investigation o f
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alloantigen polym orphism s has been based on the developm ent o f  probes specific for 
DNA sequences corresponding to som e o f  the alloantigen groups. These probes have 
allow ed the study o f  avian alloantigen system s using RFLP and SSCP and have led to the 
identification o f  the R fpY  locus (Chausse et al., 1989).
M ost non-/? alloantigen system s have been functionally characterized to some 
degree and have been shown to perform  im m unologically significant roles Some o f  them 
have been associated with m inor histocom patibility functions, e.g.. Ea-A , Fm -C  
(Schierm an and N ordskog. 1965). A large num ber have been associated with differential 
antibody response to the T-dependent antigen, sheep red blood cells (SRBC). e.g., Ea-A. 
Ea-C. Ea-D . Ea-E. and E a-ll. by observation o f  allelic shifts following selection for 
differential antibody response (D ietert et al.. 1992). The A-E, and /  system s have been 
im plicated in resistance and susceptibility to Eimerui tenella . a protozoan parasite 
causing cecal coccidiosis in chickens (D ietert et al., 1992). The K  system  has been 
identified as a vaccinia virus receptor (G ilm our. 1959), while Ea-R  has been associated 
with susceptib ility  to leukosis-sarcom a tum or virus (TYB) (Crittenden et al.. 1970).
Erythrocyte alloantigen L is a poorly characterized system , discovered 
independently  by G ilm our (1959) and Briles (1962). In 2000, LePage et al. (LePage et 
al.. 2000b) reported an effect o f  Ea-L  on the fate o f  Rous sarcom a-induced tumors. Since 
then there has been an increased interest in the L system, im plicating Ea-L  in a range o f  
im m une processes including phagocytosis (Q ureshi et al.. 2000), and resistance and 
susceptib ility  to Eim eria tenella  (Taylor and Briles, 2000). There has also been progress 
on the m olecular characterization o f  the Ea-L antigen. Together, these studies have begun
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to paint a clearer picture o f  the imm unological role o f  Ea-L  and the m echanism  through 
which it exerts its effect.
Fm -L is a polym orphic alloantigen which has two alleles, L x and L:, segregating 
at its locus (G ilm our 1959. Briles. 1962). In addition to chicken erythrocytes, chicken 
leukocytes also appear to express Ea-L  on their surface (Kopti and Briles. unpublished 
data). Both the and L 1 alleles have been determ ined to encode antigens o f  
approxim ately 135 kD (Am eiss and Briles., 2000). In a study o f  blood group 
polym orphism , following 18 generations o f  full-sib m atings in an outbred line, 
segregation w as m aintained at only three loci, am ong w hich Ea-L , suggesting a possible 
survival advantage associated with the preservation o f  heterozygosity (G ilm our, 1958).
In 1979. Etches and Hawes tentatively proposed a linkage betw een Ea-L  and the 
yellow skin locus (u ), which is located on chrom osom e lp . Etches and Hawes did not 
include Ea-L in a map o f  chrom osom e 1 which they published in 1979. However, 
integration o f  the inform ation given by Etches and Hawes and a recently constructed 
detailed map o f  chrom osom e 1, indirectly points to a possible location o f  L on the small 
arm o f  chrom osom e 1. Etches and Hawes suggested the follow ing order o f  genes in that 
region o f  chrom osom e 1: P-O-se-Ea-H-w , in a direction aw ay from the centrom ere, w ith 
approxim ately 85 m ap units betw een the P  and u loci and 4 map units betw een the O and 
P  loci (Etches and Hawes, 1979) [Fig. 2]. In the 2000 consensus linkage map o f  the 
chicken genom e, the pea-com b (P) locus has been m apped at 209 cM  from the 
chrom osom e 1 p term inus, while the O  locus has been m apped at 203 cM from the 
chrom osom e 1 p term inus (Schm id et al., 2000) [Fig. 3], This places the vv locus at 
approxim ately 120cM from the p term inus o f  chrom osom e 1. Based on this information,
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the search for L could be narrowed down to the 120cM region betw een the p terminus o f 
chrom osom e 1 and the w locus.
LePage et al. (2000b) exam ined segregating com binations o f  genes encoding 
eight erythrocyte alloantigen system s in a B?B~ and a B~B~ M HC background for their 
effects on Rous sarcom as. Am ong these alloantigens, Ea-L was the only one which 
displayed an effect on tum or score, TPI, and m ortality in a B1B~ genotypic background, 
and m ortality in a B~B' genotypic background. The L lL l genotype was associated with a 
stronger anti-sarcom a response, m anifested as lower tum or score, TPI. and m ortality in 
the B 'B  background and lower m ortality in the B B~ background than the L L‘ genotype.
Taylor and Briles (2000) studied the effects o f  eight erythrocyte alloantigen 
system s, including E a-L , on resistance and susceptibility to E. tenella-induccd  cecal 
coccidiosis in a B:B: and a Bl B5 background. They found an association only between 
Ea-L  and cecal lesion scores. That effect was evident in a BrB~ background but not in a 
BrB> background. B1B 1L ^L [ chickens had higher lesion scores than B 'B rC L ' and 
B 'B rL 'L ' chickens.
Qureshi et al. (2000) studied the effect o f  nine erythrocyte alloantigen systems, 
including E a-L , on the percentage o f  m onocytes exhibiting phagocytosis following in 
vitro incubation o f  m onocyte m onolayers with viable E. coli. The L system  exhibited a 
significant effect on m onocyte function. In 4wk old birds, the Z . 'l ' genotype was 
associated with a significantly  higher percentage o f  m onocytes exhibiting phagocytosis 
than the l}  Lr genotype. That effect appeared to be exerted independently o f  the B system. 
Later studies by the sam e group established that Ea-L  exerts no effect on nitrite and IL-6 
production by m acrophages (unpublished data).
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Studies before 2000 have suggested a role for Ea-L  in the hum oral branch o f  the 
imm une system . Scott et al. (1988) found changes in Ea-L  allele frequencies in chickens 
divergently selected for bursa size for 21 generations. In the Large B ursa Line, the L' 
allele was present at an average frequency o f  .02. In the Small Bursa Line, the L~ allele 
was present at an average frequency o f  .54. It is important to note that in the U D  base 
line, the L~ allele was not present in any o f  three generations typed.
In view o f  the fact that som e nonM H C  erythrocyte alloantigen system s, am ong 
which Ea-L, display changes in gene frequencies as a result o f  selection for bursa size, 
the authors propose that some o f  the genes controlling serum  IgG levels m ay be linked to 
some o f  these nonM HC systems. Ea-L  allele frequencies have also been determ ined in a 
line selected for primary antibody response to SRBC (Dunnington et al.. 1984; M artin et 
al.. 1990). In both the High Line and the Low Line, the /.* allele was fixed despite  the fact 
that both /„' and L~ alleles have been found to segregate in birds o f  the Cornell 
random bred stock which formed the base population. However, in neither o f  the two 
studies has founder effect been excluded as a possible cause o f  the observed Ea-L 
frequencies, since the precise genotypes o f  the sample o f  Cornell random bred birds used 
as base population were unknown.
In addition to purely im m une functions, Ea-L has also been linked to fertility 
(DeSilva, 1965). DeSilva found that m atings in which both parents w ere hom ozygous at 
L, were associated with lower fertility com pared to m atings in which at least one o f  the 
parents was heterozygous. It was suggested that the observed effect is exercised through 
differential survivability o f  the fetus.
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Figure 2. Linkage map of chicken chromosome 1. [From: Etches and 
Hawes, 1973. Can. J. Gen. and Cytol. 15:553-570.]
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Figure 3. Year 2000 Linkage map of chicken chromosome 1. The ALVE1 
molecular marker represents the P  and O loci mapped to 209 and 203 cM from 
pter, respectively [From: Schmid M., Nandra I., andD.W. Burt, 2000. First report 
on chicken genes and chromosomes. Cytogenet. Cell Genet. 90:169-218.]
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Rous Sarcom a V irus (RSV)
General Features
The Rous sarcom a virus was first d iscovered  in 1911 by Peyton Rous. Rous found 
a sarcom a localized to the pectoral m uscle o f  a P lym outh Rock hen and passaged it by 
successive tum or grafts. In the process o f  identify ing  the causative agent o f  this tum or, 
Rous passed cell-free extracts derived from the tum or through filters which were know n 
to retain bacteria. These cell-free filtrates w ere show n to also be capable o f  inducing 
sarcom as in recipient chickens. Rous identified th is m echanism  o f  tumor induction as 
virus-m ediated sarcom a transmission. The study by Rous provides the first evidence o f  
the viral induction o f  cancer (Rous. 1911).
Initially, avian tumor-virus induction w as considered an exception to the rule, 
rather than a representation o f  a general p rincip le o f  tum or induction. Later studies in 
m am m als, how ever, identified tum or-causing viruses in other organisms. Furtherm ore, 
RSV has been shown to be capable o f  transform ing  m am m alian cells and causing 
sarcom as in various m am malian species, including ham sters, rats, mice, and m onkeys. 
Currently, it is believed that approxim ately 20° 0 o f  hum an tum ors are caused by viruses.
RSV is a m em ber o f  the family Retroviridae, subfam ily Oncoviridae, genus ‘Type 
C oncovirus g roup’. This classification reflects the  oncogenic, retroviral, and structural 
characteristics o f  RSV. RSV particles consist o f  a central core represented by a 
hexagonally  arranged outer shell containing a spiral structure o f  viral RNA, viral 
structural proteins (gag  gene products), and reverse  transcriptase (pol gene product). A 
viral envelope, derived from the host cell m em brane surrounds the viral particles.
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Beneath the viral envelope is an inner coat characteristically v isible in type C viruses. 
The viral subtype and specificity for host cells is defined by viral g lycoproteins (gp37 and 
gp85), which are encoded in the viral genom e (env  genes) and protrude from the v iral 
envelope (Svoboda, 1986) [Fig. 4].
The process o f  RSV genom e characterization began w ith the isolation o f  intact 
genomic RNA from the virus in 1965 (Robinson et al„ 1965) and the dem onstration o f  
the double-stranded nature o f  the RN A  m olecule in 1968 (D uesberg, 1968). The high 
resistance o f  free virus to UV radiation led Rubin and Temin to propose in 1959 that the 
virus survives inside the host by being  integrated in the host genom e (R ubin  and Temin, 
1959 ).
The unraveling o f  the m echanics o f  viral replication began in 1970, when Temin 
and Mizutani (1970) and Baltim ore (1970) found that RN A -dependent DN A polymerase 
is present in RSV virions and drives the synthesis o f  proviral DN A from viral genomic 
RNA. The current picture o f  viral replication is com plicated and involves reverse 
transcription o f  one o f  the two RNA strands, which com prise the viral genome, and 
synthesis o f  a DNA strand com plem entary to the DNA tem plate generated by reverse 
transcription. This double-stranded DNA m olecule enters the nucleus, and circularizes, in 
the process duplicating its long term inally  repeated region (LTR) and creating  a series o f  
two LTRs in tandem . In the nucleus, the duplex DNA m olecule becom es integrated into 
the host genom e in a m anner sim ilar to that described for “ insertion elem ents” . The 
provirus is then transcribed by the h o st’s RNA polym erase II, g iv ing rise to three mRNA 
species: gag/pol, env, and src. T he gug/pol m RNA is translated by  the host cell’s 
translation apparatus to give rise to the virion core proteins and reverse transcriptase,
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Figure 4. Structure of type C oncovirus particles. An RNA molecule is 
enclosed within a core shell, which is surrounded by an inner coat 
and an outer coat. The RNA molecule is associated with reverse 
transcriptase and nucleoproteins. Viral-subtype-characteristic 
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respectively. The env  mRNA is translated and the resultant protein is processed to 
produce the gp85 and gp35 viral glycoproteins which are linked by disulfide bonds in the 
virion. The src  m R N A  encodes the v-src  viral oncogene, which is responsible for host 
cell transform ation (Svoboda, 1986) [Fig. 5].
In 1976, S tehelin  et al., isolated DNA com plem entary to the RSV genome and 
hybridized the obtained cDNA with RNA from transform ation-detective RSV mutants in 
order to identify the sequence o f  the RSV genom e responsible for transform ation (v-src). 
Using a probe based on this sequence. Stehelin et al. perform ed hybridization 
experiments with norm al chicken DNA as a tem plate and found sequences (c-src) 
homologous to v-src present in a variety o f  normal chicken cells. This discovery provided 
the first evidence for the role o f  cell-derived oncogenes in tum origenesis and suggested 
that RSV arose by recom bination o f  a non-transform ing RSV ancestor w ith the cellular 
src  proto-oncogene. The process o f  recom bination led to the introduction o f  m utations 
into the gene conducive to its oncogenicity (Stehelin et al., 1976).
Since then, c-src  sequences have been found in all vertebrates where they are 
highly conserved. In addition, c-src product has been identified in prim itive m ulticellular 
organisms including freshwater sponges (Schartl and B am ekow , 1982). Based on the 
high level o f  conservation o f the src gene, it has been proposed that it m ay have evolved 
as an essential m ediator o f  cell-cell contact and differentiation necessary for the 
organization o f  all M etazoa.
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Figure 5. Proviral RSV DNA. On either side of the proviral DNA, there 
are two LTRs consisting of U3, R, and U5 sequences. The boxes 
represent coding regions. Gene products of the gag, pol, env, and src 
loci are indicated in the boxed areas. [Based on Svoboda, 1986]
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Characterization o f  the v-src oncogene and its cellu lar counterpart has revealed a 
lot about the origin o f  v-src  and the differences betw een the viral and the cellular gene 
conducive to transform ation (Fig. 6 ). v-src spans a 1.6-kb region and codes for 526 amino 
acids. The c-src gene is m ore com plicated in that its sequence is interspersed by seven 
introns not present in v-src. It spans between 7 and 8  kb and encodes a 533 amino-acid 
peptide, c-src  and v-src both contain 12 exons. How ever, the first exon is not translated 
but contains a splice acceptor site, v-src also incorporates additional sequences, including 
a small part o f  an intron upstream  from the splice acceptor site o f  exon 1 and a stretch o f  
31 bp derived from a region 900 bp downstream  from c-src, together w ith 8  nucleotides 
downstream  from the 31-bp insertion derived from the non-transform ing RSV ancestor 
(RA V -2) (W ang and Hanafusa, 1988).
The study o f  recom binants betw een different regions o f  the v-src  and c-src genes 
has led to the proposition that as few as three amino acid changes betw een c-src  and v-src 
can account for their differential transform ing potential. The transform ing ability o f 
pp60l (the product o f  the v-src oncogene) is not a function o f  the acquisition o f  new 
phosphorylation targets but o f  its increased phosphorylation o f  normal pp60f 5" targets as 
a result o f  its constitutive catalytic activity. The activation o f  pp60c 'rt represents a shift 
o f  phosphorylation from Y527 in the COOH term inus o f  pp60‘ 5r< to Y416 in the kinase 
dom ain o f  the gene (H anafusa, 1986). In fact, one o f  the defining differences between 
pp60‘ v/r and pp60‘ ,T< is the truncation and replacem ent o f  COOH sequences, such that 
pp60l ">rc is m issing the Y527 phosphorylation site (Schw artzberg, 1998).
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Figure 6. Comparison between the c-Src and v-Src proteins. Both 
proteins are myristoylated at Gly2. Positions of the membrane- 
binding (M), unique (U), SH2, SH3, linker (L), catalytic, and regulatory 
(R) domains of c-Src are shown. In addition to the carboxy-terminus 
substitutions in v-Src, there are additional amino-acid substitutions 
along the length of the protein, shown as black dots. [Based on Wang 
and Hanafusa, 1988]
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In the inactive state, Y527 engages the SH2 dom ain o f  the kinase and as a result. 
Src adopts a “closed” conform ation, such that the SH2 and SH3 dom ains responsible for 
substrate recognition are inaccessible to other proteins. In v-src encoded Src. the 
inhibitory Y 527 is m issing from the COOH term inus o f  the protein, the SH2 and SH3 
domains are exposed and the protein adopts an “open" conform ation, such that it can 
interact with its substrates. Furthermore, the “open” conform ation is stabilized by 
autophosphorylation o f  Y416 in the kinase dom ain o f  the protein. As a result v-src 
encoded Src kinase is active and capable o f  constitu tively  phosphorylating its substrates 
(Brown and Cooper. 1996) [Fig. 7],
The effort to identify the substrates o f  Src has led to the com pilation o f  a long list 
o f  proteins w ith diverse functions (Table I). These proteins can be classified into two 
general groups: proteins im plicated in mitogenic signaling  pathw ays, e.g., RasGA P and 
PLC-y, and proteins involved in cytoskeletal organization, cell-substrate adhesion, cell­
cell adhesion, and cell-cell com m unication, e.g., connexin , caveolin, vinculin, cortactin. 
This duality o f  substrates suggests a pleiotropic role for Src in growth control on the one 
hand, and m odulation o f  the cytoskeleton, on the other. These effects m ake Src an 
especially efficient oncogene since it can transform  both by up-regulating m itogenic 
stimuli and altering the cytoskeleton and adhesion properties o f  the cell.
It has been show n that Src, which norm ally resides in perinuclear, plasm a, and 
nuclear m em branes, upon m utational activation concentrates in focal adhesions where 
actin filaments associate w ith membrane proteins and thus establish contact with the 
extracellular m atrix. This relocation o f  Src upon activation is essential for its 
transform ing potential (Brow n and Cooper, 1996). In RSV -transform ed cells, Src
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localizes to adhesion plaques where stress fibers anchor the cell to the surface o f  the 
culture vessel. This interaction o f  Src with stress fibers could potentially mediate the 
dissociation o f  these fibers and the reorganization o f  cell m orphology resulting in the 
typical rounded shape o f  RSV-transformed fibroblasts (Svoboda. 1986).
Because o f  the wealth o f  information that has been com piled about the Rous 
sarcoma virus and the v-src oncogene, RSV has becom e one o f  the principal models for 
the study o f  cell transform ation. Based on studies o f  the Rous sarcom a virus and its 
oncogene, a m odel o f  transform ation has begun to em erge that involves the alteration o f 
both cytoskeletal and metabolic components o f  the norm al cell. As a result o f  these 
alterations, the cell becom es permanently transferred into an abnorm al steady-state 
program. W hile in the normal cell the steady state is defined by the ce ll’s interactions 
with its environm ent, in the transformed state, the cell m achinery is able to escape the 
regulatory m echanism s that operate in the norm al cell. This leads to an altered, 
“transform ed” phenotype characterized by m orphological and metabolic changes 
affecting cell shape, the cytoskeletal structure, the m obility  o f  surface receptors, cell-cell 
adhesion and adhesion with the extracellular m atrix , aerobic glycolysis and glucose 
transport, to m ention a few (Singer et al., 1980).
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Figure 7. Two states of Src: a) an “open”, active state, and b) a 
“closed", inactive state. In the “closed” state, the SH2 and SH3 
domains are inaccessible to other proteins due to being engaged with 
the phosphorylated C-terminal Y527. In the “open” state, the SH2 and 
SH3 domains are accessible. The “open” state is stabilized by 
phosphorylation at Y416. [Based on Brown and Cooper, 1996]
a) Src open conformation
b) Src closed  conformation
Y416
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Table I. Src substrates. [Source: Brown T.M. and J.A. Cooper, 1996. 
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Imm une Response to RSV
The first evidence that the fate o f  RSV-induced tum ors m ay be under host genetic 
control cam e from selection experiments. Greenw ood et al. (1948) identified birds that 
had a regressive response to subcutaneous inoculation w ith  RSV, and made selective 
m atings for two generations to produce an offspring characterized by high levels o f  
regression. G yles et al (1968) differentiated betw een tw o types o f  response to RSV 
inoculation: resistance, defined as the absence o f  transform ation o f  normal cells to 
m alignancy, and regression, defined as the reduction in tum or size and complete 
disappearance o f  the tum or over time. Studies by G yles and Brown (1971) suggested, 
based on the rate o f  increase in regression as a result o f  selection, that the response to 
Rous sarcom as is controlled by a single pair o f  alleles o r a sm all num ber o f  genes w ith 
low penetrance. R esistance to the formation o f  Rous sarcom as was ascribed to a single 
pair o f  alleles with resistance being recessive to susceptib ility  (Crittenden et al., 1964). 
Currently, it is believed that resistance to RSV transform ation is caused by the absence o f  
RSV-specific receptors on the cells o f  resistant chickens.
In 1977, C ollins et al. studied the fate o f  R SV -induced tum ors in an F? population 
segregating at three alloantigen loci: B , D, and /. The authors found that among the F2 
BrB1, BZB ~, and B 'B 5 segregants, the mortality by 70 days post-inoculation was 5, 26, and 
93%  respectively. In addition, the incidence o f  m etastatic lesions from Rous sarcomas 
was significantly  associated with B genotype. Based on these findings, Collins suggested 
that the fate o f  Rous sarcom as is controlled by genes w ith in  or linked to the B complex. 
These results, together with previous studies (C otter e t al., 1976a; Cotter et al., 1976b)
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which indicated a cell-m ediated im m une control o f  the fate o f  Rous sarcom as, led to the 
following possible models:
1. The fl-locus effect is a function o f  a sim ilarity betw een a tum or-associated 
antigen and the Bs antigen, such that self-tolerance leads to lack o f  tumor 
regression;
2. a virus-modified B antigen acts as a tum or antigen, so that different B antigens 
vary in antigenicity;
3. a B antigen is directly  involved in antigen recognition by T lymphocytes.
So far support has been found for all three m odels and will be discussed later in
this section.
The region o f  the B  com plex responsible for tum or regression was further 
narrow ed down by the use o f  B  complex recom binant lines. A uclair et al. (1995) found 
significant differences in tum or outcom e as a function o f  B -L B -F  haplotypc but not B-G  
haplotype. Since the linkage betw een the B -F  and B-L regions is very tight, differences 
betw een tum or outcome as a function o f  the B -F  region separately from the B-L region 
have not been reported.
Studies o f the grow th patterns o f  tum ors induced by various strains o f  avian 
sarcom a virus in partially congenic inbred lines o f  chickens hom ozygous for different 
M HC haplotypes led to the observation that the ability  to regress tumors behaves as a 
dom inant trait controlled by M HC-linked genes (A uclair et al., 1995). In a sim ilar study, 
M cBride et al. (1981) show ed that the ability to regress tum ors is not a function o f  virus 
subgroup and therefore excluded determ inants on viral coat proteins, e.g., gp85. as key 
players in M HC-m ediated tum or regression. How ever, variability in tum or growth was
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observed w ith respect to viral strain. M cBride et al. suggested that the structural 
polym orphism  and viral-strain-specific immunogenicity o f  the src  product. p60 'rr, makes 
it a plausible candidate for the target o f  M HC-mediated anti-R ous-sarcom a immune 
responses.
Follow ing the identification o f  the B  complex as the region m ost strongly 
influencing the fate o f  Rous sarcom as, studies o f  lines identical at the M HC and differing 
in their background genom es or lines o f  identical genetic backgrounds and different 
MHCs, suggested the contribution o f  genes other than the M HC in the determ ination o f  
tumor fate. In a classic study. Brown et al. (1984) com pared tum or fate in hosts o f  
identical M HC genotypes and differing with respect to the line from w hich they derived 
their background genom es. The birds whose background genes were deriv ed from one 
inbred line regressed their tum ors, w hile the birds whose background genes were derived 
from another inbred line died from progressive sarcoma growth. These differences were 
ascribed to the influence o f  nonM HC. background genes on tum or fate.
G ilm our et al. (1976, 1983), implicated specific T cell m arkers, Ly-4 and Th-1. 
and the B cell m arker, Bu-1. as nonM H C modulators o f  Rous sarcom a outcom e. G ilmour 
studied tum or fate in birds identical at the MHC but segregating at the Ly-4  and Th-1 loci 
in the first study, and the Ly-4  and Bu-1 loci in the later study. G ilm our et al. determined 
that the interaction betw een particular genotypes at these loci affected tum or growth. 
Namely, they found that when the two loci are homozygous and in repulsion with respect 
to each other, high levels o f  regression were evident in identical M HC backgrounds.
In a study o f  Rous sarcom a m etastasis in chickens, C ollins et al. (1985a) also 
found evidence for the influence o f  nonM H C genetic factors on tum or m etastasis. In BsBy
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(progressor) hosts from a (61 x 15;)F: population, the incidence o f  m etastasis was 60%. 
w hile in B ' l f  hosts from a W hite Leghorn-N ew H am pshire F; population, the incidence 
o f  m etastasis was only  3 1 °0. It appears that d ifferences between the genetic backgrounds 
o f  the two lines m ediated these differential effects.
O ur understanding o f  the im m une m echanism s o f  Rous sarcom a regression is 
rudim entary at this point. Both cell-m ediated and hum oral factors have been implicated 
in the response to Rous sarcomas. Radzichovskaja (1968) found that the regression o f 
RSV-induced tum ors is associated with the production o f  antibodies capable o f 
agglutinating hom ologous tum or cells. Selection for ability to regress Rous sarcomas was 
accom panied by the generation o f  significantly higher antibody titers and higher levels o f  
serum im m unoglobulin (Carte et al., 1972). M cBride et al. (1978) provided further 
evidence for the role o f  hum oral im m unity in tum or regression by showing that inbred 
B:B: regressor birds were rendered susceptible to tum or growth as a result o f  bursectomy.
M ore recently, two studies (Gyles et al., 1986 ; Haddad et al., 1994) have 
investigated differences in antibody titers to SRBC, and Salm onella pitllorum  (SP) in two 
lines divergently selected for RSV -induced tum or outcome: a Regressor line, which 
typically regresses sarcom as, and a Progressor line, which develops fatal tumors. In both 
studies, the R egressor birds were found to have an earlier hum oral im m une response to 
SRBC. The study by Haddad found that the Regressor line had an overall higher titer to 
SP throughout the trial than the Progressor birds, w hile the study by Gyles found no such 
differences. This observation by G yles was ascribed to com petition between antigens, 
since the sam e birds w ere inoculated with Five antigens within a short span o f  time.
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In studies exam ining the contribution o f  cellular im m unity to tum or regression, 
Sjogren and Jonsson (1970) dem onstrated that thym us cells from tum or-bearing chickens 
reacted specifically with tumor cells in vitro. Com parison o f  the lev els o f  residual thym us 
tissue with degree o f  tum or regression in thym ectom ized birds injected with RSV show ed 
a positive correlation between am ounts o f  residual thym us tissue and regression (C otter et 
al., 1976a). In addition, migration inhibition o f  peripheral lym phocyte populations by 
soluble tum or extract was greater in regressor chickens than in chickens with progressing 
tum ors (Cotter et al.. 1976b).
Histological examination o f  Rous sarcom as (Powell et al., 1987) led to the 
intriguing proposition that tumor cells from regressor birds were positive for B-L (M H C 
II) antigens, while tum or cells from progressor birds were negative for these antigens. B- 
L antigen expression is normally restricted only to lymphoid cells and professional 
antigen presenting cells, such as m acrophages and dendritic cells. This finding im plicated 
M H C-II-m ediated im m unity as a significant factor in the definition o f  anti-tum or 
responses. Such aberrant expression o f  M H C II antigens has been observed in other 
species in association with autoim m une and m alignant diseases, as well as parasitic 
infections. These antigens potentially influence the im m unogenicity o f  the tum or and 
through this m echanism  enhance the “v isib ility” o f  the tum or for immune attack and lead 
to tum or regression. In addition, the sam e study found increased infiltration o f  tum ors 
from regressor birds by lymphocytes, particularly  activated T cells, providing further 
support for the im portance o f  T cell m ediated  im m unity in tum or fate.
The possibility o f  cross-reactivity  betw een Bs M HC antigens and tum or- 
associated antigens as a possible factor influencing tum or fate has also been investigated.
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B~B~ chickens m ade partially  tolerant to the B5 antigen dem onstrated a higher incidence 
o f  tumor progression than untreated BZB1 birds (H einzelm ann et al., 1981b). This finding 
was further supported by in vitro  studies, in which lym phocytes from B2B2 birds bearing 
RSV-induced tum ors lysed targets o f  uninfected B 'B 5 chicken-em bryo fibroblasts (CEF) 
as well as RSV -infected B2BZ and B5B* chicken em bryo fibroblasts. Serological 
examination o f  CEFs show ed that they expressed B-F antigens and that B1B2 RSV- 
infected CEFs were capable o f  absorbing out antibodies from B5B ' alloantisera, giving 
further support to the idea that such cross-reactivity exists (H einzelm ann et al., 1981a).
Results contradicting the proposition o f  cross-reactiv ity  betw een MHC antigens 
and tum or-associated antigens have also been reported (P lachy and Spatenkova, 1982). 
This study, how ever, used different B  haplotypes and virus subgroups.
RSV oncogenesis reflects not only the contribution o f  clonal expansion o f  tumor 
cells but also the additional influence o f  viral recruitm ent on oncogene dissem ination. 
This model thus diverges from the majority o f  naturally occurring neoplasm s in which 
clonal expansion is the central contributor to neoplasm  etiology. Studies in the late 
1980’s and the 1990’s, how ever, dem onstrated that injection o f  chickens with replication- 
defective retroviral vectors, w hich lacked both viral replication and viral structural and 
envelope sequences and contained only the v-src sequence o f  RSV, gave rise to 
aggressive clonal tum ors and m etastasis (Stoker and S iew eke, 1989).
In 1991, H alpem  et al. studied the factors influencing v -sro induced  tum or fate 
and found that the pattern o f  grow th (regression vs. progression) o f  the tumors was 
m odulated by the line o f  chickens inoculated. This finding suggested that v-src-induced 
sarcomas are under host genetic control.
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Taylor et al. (1992, 1994) dem onstrated that both the growth pattern o f  v-src- 
induced sarcom as and the spread o f  m etastasis resulting from these tumors were 
controlled by the B  complex. Taylor suggested a possible m echanism  underlying the B 
com plex control o f  v-src tum or growth, which involved a differential immune response to 
tum or-specific antigen(s). Furtherm ore, Taylor et al. observed the same segregation o f  B 
haplotypes w ith respect to tum or regression vs. progression o f  v-src DNA-induced 
tum ors as had been observed with respect o f  tum or regression vs. progression o f  RSV- 
induced tum ors. The B2 haplotype is associated w ith tum or regression, while the B~ 
haplotype is associated with tum or progression. This led the authors to propose that B 
com plex control o f  RSV-induced tum or fate is strongly defined by the response to some 
\ -i7r-determ ined function, possibly the im m une recognition o f  a tum or-specific antigen.
Such antigen has been identified as a result o f  the transform ation o f  ham ster 
fibroblasts by an env  strain o f  RSV. It is a virus-induced nonvirion antigen (VCSA). 
which is specific for transform ation and whose expression is controlled by the src  gene. 
This antigen is com prised o f  three d istinct antigenic specificities: one expressed on all 
R SV -transform ed fibroblasts, one cross-reacting w ith an antigen found on untransform ed 
avian fibroblasts but not m am m alian fibroblasts, and one species-specific and found only 
on R SV -transform ed ham ster fibroblasts. Based on the identification o f  these three 
specificities, it was suggested that the expression o f  the V CSA antigen was the result o f  
an interaction betw een pp60irc with host cell genes (Prat et al., 1980).
The investigation o f  the im m une m echanism s controlling RSV tum or regression is 
still in progress. It is possible that genes o ther than the M HC control v-src DNA-induced 
tum or fate. The RSV and v-src  system s are also an excellent m odel for the study o f  the
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distinctions betw een neoplastic disease resulting from viral infection and neoplastic 
disease resulting from  the introduction o f  mutations o f  nonviral origin. Identification o f 
the genetic factors contributing to tum or immunity has a therapeutic potential and could 
lead to a better understanding o f  the immune system.
Sheep Red Blood Cells (SR B C )
General Features
Sheep erythrocytes are a complex, m ultideterm inant natural antigen, which 
provokes a T cell dependent im m une response. T lym phocytes sensitized to heterologous 
erythrocytes bind com plex antigenic structures on these erythrocytes and form rosettes- 
clusters o f  erythrocytes surrounding a T lymphocyte. B cells also form rosettes upon 
exposure to heterologous erythrocytes, which are more com plex and consist o f  more than 
one B cell.
Human T lym phocytes possess a specific receptor for sheep erythrocytes. CD2 
(also known as T i l ) ,  w hich binds T1 ITS, a glycoprotein found on sheep erythrocytes 
and involved in the form ation o f  rosettes. Evidence for the specificity  o f  the reactions o f 
rodent and avian lym phocytes to SRBC comes from the fact that active immunization 
w ith the antigen results in a dram atic increase in the num ber o f  antigen-binding cells 
reactive with the antigen but no increase in the num ber o f  cells binding non-cross- 
reacting antigen (H unig et al., 1987).
Immune Response
The im m une response to SRBC in the chicken has been dem onstrated to be under 
quantitative host genetic control. Siegel and Gross (1980) subjected  the same population
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o f  birds to divergent selection for antibody response to SRBC and obtained a positive 
response. Vran der Z ijpp et al. (1983) demonstrated additive genetic effects on antibody 
response to SRBC and obtained heritability estimates o f  0.39 for prim ary antibody titers 
and 0.28 for secondary' antibody titers. Dunnington et al. (1984) concluded that the B 
complex exerts an effect on antibody response to SRBC as a result o f  observed allele 
frequency differences at the B  com plex between lines divergently selected for antibody 
titer. In a later study, D unnington et al. (1989), found a significant effect o f  background 
genes as well as the MHC on an tibody titer to SRBC in lines divergently  selected for the 
trait. In the high-titer line, ch ickens heterozygous for the MHC had higher titers than 
either o f  the hom ozygotes, w hile in the low line, the B : 'B :[ birds had higher titers than 
the other two genotypes, suggesting contribution from background genes. Later. 
Dunnington et al. (1996) confirm ed the strong but not absolute association between 
antibody response and MHC haplotype. In a separate study, M artin et al. (1990) found 
that following 13 generations o f  div ergent selection for SRBC titer, the high line had a 
B~ 1 allele frequency o f  9 9 °b. w hile the low line had a B 1' allele frequency o f  98%.
Interestingly, the B '] haplotype is a classic exam ple o f  the effect o f  MHC 
haplotype on viral diseases in the chicken, namely M arek’s disease, w hich is a disease 
caused by an oncogenic herpesvirus and characterized by lesions o f  the nerve endings.
 ^ j
The B~ haplotype is associated w ith increased resistance to the disease, com pared to the 
) haplotype. W ith respect to the B: and B~ haplotypes, associated w ith regression and 
progression o f  RSV-induced tum ors, respectively, Dix and Taylor (1996) found that in 
two congenic lines, B’B ' birds produced higher titers than B2B2 birds. The authors 
suggested differences in m acrophage function (antigen persistence at the m acrophage
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surface vs. m acrophage tum oricidal activity) as a possible explanation for the inverse 
relationship betw een haplotypes w ith  respect to RSV -induced tumor fate on the one hand 
and SRBC titer, on the other. S im ilar studies correlating antibody titer in birds selected 
for SRBC antibody response on the one hand, and a variety o f  diseases, on the other, 
have led to the general proposition that lines selected for high antibody response exhibit 
greater resistance to viral and parasitic infections (Newcastle d isease virus, 
splenom egalia virus, MDV, and E im eria  tenella) and greater susceptibility to bacterial 
infections (E . coli and S. aureus) (Y ang et al., 2000).
Theories about the effect o f  selection on antibody response to SR B C  focus on 
contributions not only o f  B cells but also o f  m acrophages and T lym phocytes in the fine- 
tuning o f  the response. In mice. B iozzi et al. (1984) attributed differences in antibody 
production betw een lines selected for high or low' antibody titer to SRBC to d ifferences in 
the m ultiplication rate o f  B lym phocytes as well as differences in antigen handling by 
m acrophages. M acrophages from the  low responder line were found to have a higher 
metabolic rate. It was hypothesized that the higher catabolic rate o f  m acrophages could 
leave less SRBC to trigger a B cell response and thus explain the reduced effectiveness o f  
the antibody response in the low responder line. Furtherm ore, Biozzi et al. suggested that 
the antibody response to SRBC is qualita tively  affected by antigen dose. In the low 
responder line, a larger threshold dose w as necessary to trigger an antibody response due 
to the high efficiency o f  m acrophages at clearing the antigen. M artin et al. (1990) also 
suggest the existence o f  a threshold for triggering  an efficient antibody response to SRBC 
in chickens as a result o f  the observation  that the frequency o f  responders and 
nonresponders changes at lower or h igher doses o f  antigen.
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The contribution o f  T cells to antibody response to SR BC has also been 
inv estigated. In a line o f  chickens selected for high titer to SRBC, m itogen response and 
cell-cycle activity o f  T lym phocytes were significantly higher than in the low responder 
line. These results suggested  that selection for antibody response to SRBC indirectly 
altered T-cell activity and, consequently, that one o f  the factors influencing antibody 
response to T-dependent antigens is the level o f  T-cell activation follow ing challenge 
(Scott et al., 1991). A later study (K reukniet et al., 1994) contradicted  these observations. 
In lines divergently selected for antibody response to SRBC. T lym phocytes from the low 
responder line were found to have a higher mitogen response than T cells from the high 
responder. The two studies, how ever, used different lines o f  birds, selected for antibody 
titer to different doses o f  antigen, which as stated previously can result in qualitative 
differences in the im m une response.
Histological and flow cytom etry examination o f  im m une organ constitution and 
lymphocyte subpopulations o f  lines divergently selected for antibody response to SRBC 
revealed that the high responder line has relatively m ore B cells and the splenic structure 
o f  birds from that line is better organized for m ounting an efficient T-dependent immune 
response. The percentage o f  circulating T lymphocytes w as found to be higher in the low 
responder line. H ow ever, soon after imm unization, T lym phocytes are trapped in 
lymphoid organs to aid in the elim ination o f  antigen. The high responder line appeared to 
have higher num bers o f  C D 4‘ T cells in secondary lym phoid organs following 
im m unization, while the low responder line had higher num bers o f  C D 8 '  T cells in 
secondary lymphoid organs. The higher numbers o f  CD4* T cells and B lym phocytes in 
the spleens o f  the high responders apparently lead to an enhanced capacity  to deal with a
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T-dependent antigen. Presum ably, the high num bers o f  C D 8 ~ T cells in the spleens o f  low 
responders constitute a com pensatory mechanism for dealing  w ith the antigen through a 
cytotoxic o r suppressor function (Kreukniet et al.. 1996).
Studies o f  antibody response to SRBC evaluate not only  the antibody titer to 
prim ary im m unization but also to secondary im m unization w ith the antigen. Furthermore, 
conclusions are based not only on measurem ents o f  total antibody titers but also o f  2 - 
M ercaptoethanol (M E)-resistant (IgG) and -suscep tib le  (m ain ly  IgM) antibody titers, in 
order to evaluate the contribution o f  both isotypes. IgG constitu tes the m ajor portion o f 
the antibody response and is capable o f  neutralizing viral infectivity. contributing to 
bacterial im m unity, opsonizing antigen, and m ediating interactions with other immune 
com ponents, e.g.. N K  cells. IgM, on the other hand, is the prim ary antibody involved in 
hem agglutination reactions, and activation o f  com plem ent. W hile the m ajor antibody 
participating in a prim ary antibody response is IgM, secondary  antibody responses are 
prim arily  com prised o f  IgG antibodies. For this reason, distinctions betw een primary and 
secondary, IgG and IgM antibody titers, contribute to a better understanding o f  the 
kinetics and constitution o f  an antibody response, rather than sim ply o f  its magnitude.
In a study o f  birds divergently selected for p rim ary  antibody response to SRBC. 
the d ifferences betw een lines with respect to prim ary response w ere not evident following 
secondary and tertiary injections. This was due to the presence o f  immunological 
m em ory, defined as a m ore rapid and vigorous response follow ing a second encounter 
w ith an antigen, only in the low line but not in the high line, and suggested that primary 
and secondary responses are under different genetic controls. Furtherm ore, the authors 
proposed that a high initial response in the high line m ay preclude resources needed for a
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m em ory response following secondary and tertiary injections. These results, however, 
w ere influenced by age o f  prim ary injection, and thus the conclusions from them  could 
not be generalized (Boa-A m ponsem  et ai„ 1999).
An investigation into the kinetics o f  IgG and IgM responses to SRBC (M artin  et 
al., 1989) found a difference betw een the high and low lines in the antibody com position 
o f  secondary responses. In the low line, total. M E-sensitive, and M E-resistant titers 
peaked and persisted following the sam e pattern with respect to each other. In the high 
line, total and M E-resistant titers peaked and persisted at higher levels, whereas the M E- 
sensitive titers declined. Prim ary antibody titers also differed betw een the tw o lines. 
W hile in the low line, am ounts o f  M E-sensitive antibody persisted at low levels, in the 
high line they declined with tim e. Thus, in the low line, both primary' and secondary' 
responses were predom inantly IgM . while in the high line secondary responses consisted 
m ainly o f  IgG. Therefore, the authors conclude that although selection would lead to 
higher titers both o f  IgG and IgM antibodies, this change is not sym m etrical and is 
influenced by the tim e and efficiency o f  isotype sw itching to IgG.
Brucella abortus (BA)
General Features
Brucella abortus  (BA) is a G ram -negative non-spore-form ing coccobacillus. BA 
possesses a cell-w all characteristic o f  G ram -negative bacteria but distinguished by the 
unusual nature o f  the noncovalent bonding forces that bridge the lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS), the outer m em brane proteins, and the cell-w all peptidoglycans (Baldw in and 
W inter, 1994).
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LPS on the surface o f  BA is characterized as a T -independent antigen based on its 
ability to activate B lym phocytes and induce the production o f  antibodies without a 
contribution from T cells. W hen conjugated to trinitrophenyl (TN P) in a standard assay 
for T dependence, BA elicited anti-TN P antibodies both in normal m ice and in athymic 
and neonatal mice. Athym ic m ice are deficient in T cells, w hile neonatal mice are unable 
to respond to antigens classified as T-independent type 2 antigens. These observations led 
to the conclusion that BA is a type 1 T-independent antigen carrier. The same 
conclusions were m ade in the hum an system (Golding et al.. 1980).
Imm une Response
The im m unogenic antigen o f  BA is the O -polysaccharide side chain o f  the LPS. 
which is a hom opolym er o f  4.6-dideoxy-4-form am ido-alpha-D -m annopyranosyl residues. 
W inter et al. were able to show that protective antibodies are specific to the O- 
polysacchande o f  LPS in mice and could prevent infection after a sufficiently low 
challenge dose (W inter et al., 1988). Furthermore, it has been dem onstrated that C D 4' 
and C D 8 * T cells are also involved in the establishm ent o f  protective im m unity against 
BA through passive transfer and depletion experim ents (B aldw in  and W inter, 1994).
M acrophages are know n to play a central role in the progression o f  a BA 
infection. BA bacteria  infect phagocytes and survive inside them  by inhibiting 
phagosom e-lysosom e fusion, thus altering the process o f  phagosom e maturation. In the 
course o f  an infection, phagocytes transport the bacteria to lym ph nodes. En route  some 
infected m acrophages lyse and release bacteria into the  circulation. As a result free 
bacteria are carried into the liver, spleen, bone m arrow, and kidneys where they cause 
lesions. In rum inants, BA infects the placenta and fetus o f  gestating m others and causes
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abortions. In hum ans, the classic symptoms include severe fever, chills, fatigue, and 
weight loss (W right, 1987). It has been dem onstrated that m acrophages treated with IFN- 
7  inhibit bacterial replication m vitro. In vivo , adm inistration o f  antibody to IFN-y 
worsens the infection. These findings suggest that BA infection is controlled by 
m acrophages which have been activated by IFN-y and o ther cytokines known to be 
produced by activated T h cells (H ovver and Friedhandler, 2001). Furtherm ore, it has been 
shown that efficient phagocytosis o f  BA bacteria is dependent on opsonization by 
antibody (Baldw in and W inter, 1994).
These findings have begun to paint a clearer picture o f  the anti-BA immune 
response, and have led to the re-classification o f  BA as a partially-T-independent carrier. 
It appears that im m unity to BA involves the full gam ut o f  im m une cells, including 
m acrophages, antigen-specific CD4* and CD 8 * T cells, and B cells. Pathogen-specific 
antigenic patterns are recognized by Toll-like receptors on A PC s, w hich activate these 
cells and lead to phagocytosis o f  bacteria. A lternatively, opsonized bacteria are 
recognized by means o f  Fc receptors. Internalized bacteria are killed and peptides 
generated from them are presented in the context o f  M HC m olecules. In that context, 
bacterial antigenic patterns activate Tc cells or Th cells. Th cells release cytokines, which 
activate B cells to secrete antibodies or phagocytic cells to kill internalized bacteria. The 
distinction betw een the establishm ent o f  chronic infection and im m unity rests on the 
balance betw een the ability  o f  BA to survive inside m acrophages by inhibiting 
phagosom e m aturation o r apoptosis o f  infected cells and the capacity  o f  the immune 
system to activate m acrophages to kill internalized bacteria (G old ing  et al., 2001).
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The T-independence o f  BA is a function o f  its ability to induce antibody 
production in T-cell deficient hosts. The m echanism  o f  behind T-independence, however, 
is not clear. It has been proposed that polym eric antigens are T-independent since they 
are capable o f  cross-linking antigen-binding receptors on B cells, while polysaccharide 
antigens are T-independent since they fail to bind M HC m olecules on APCs. Originally, 
it was believed that LPS, being a polysaccharide, fails to bind the MHC II groove and 
thus fails to activate T cells. However, there has been overw helm ing evidence that 
bacterial polysaccharides, BA sm ooth LPS, and isolated O -chain in particular, can bind 
M HC II m olecules on B and T lym phocytes and activate m ouse and hum an T cells in an 
antigen-presenting-cell-dependent m anner (Forestier et al., 1999).
The partial T-dependence o f  BA antigen has also been dem onstrated in chickens 
(Trout et al., 1996). Follow ing BA injection into chickens, peripheral blood lym phocytes 
and spleen lym phocytes were isolated and characterized. The study found redistribution 
o f  C D 4 ’ T cells from the blood to the spleen, indicating sequestration in secondary 
lymphoid organs, and reduced levels o f  C D 8 ‘ T cells both in the blood and in the spleen, 
suggesting reduction in the num bers o f  suppressor T lymphocytes. Interestingly, B 
lymphocytes in the blood and the spleen rem ained unchanged.
The m ajority o f  the studies involving BA in chickens have been based on the 
exam ination o f  hum oral responses to BA follow ing selection for different im m une 
param eters. In 1992, D unnington et al., utilizing a line o f  chickens selected for antibody 
response to SRBC, found that selection for SR BC also results in divergent antibody 
responses to BA. Furtherm ore, Dunnington et al. proposed that the antibody response to 
BA was influenced both by M H C haplotype and genetic background. In a subsequent
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study, Scott et al. (1994) also concluded that birds selected for SR BC exhibited divergent 
anti-BA titers and that both prim ary  total and M E-resistant titers in the high line were 
higher than the titers in the low line, suggesting that sim ilar forces control antibody 
response to SRBC and BA.
In birds selected for m ultitrait im m unocom petence (antibody levels, m acrophage 
function, and cell-m ediated im m unity), divergent antibody responses to BA were only 
evident with respect to secondary im m unization, while divergent antibody responses to 
SRBC were present w ith respect to both primary and secondary im m unization, 
suggesting a difference related to T cell function (Nelson et al., 1995). Selection for high 
serum IgM and high serum IgG concentrations also resulted in d ivergent anti-BA titers. 
The high IgM and high IgG lines had significantly higher titers than the low lines. These 
findings support the hypothesis that selection for serum im m unoglobulin levels leads to 
changes in the overall m ultiplication and differentiation o f  B cells capable o f  initiating 
antigen-specific responses. Therefore, factors influencing serum Ig levels would also 
influence titers against BA.
The effect o f  M HC haplotype on imm une response to BA was studied in lines 
congenic for the M HC (Dix and Taylor, 1996). B'B* birds were found to have both higher 
prim ary total and M E-resistant titers than B2B2 birds. Sim ilar results were obtained w ith 
respect to total but not M E-resistant titers to SRBC. The authors proposed that these 
differences betw een M HC haplotypes m ay be a reflection o f  m acrophage or T 
lym phocyte function. The effects seen in the BA system, also led the authors to suggest 
that the M HC genotype differences betw een the two lines m ay be associated with 
dissim ilarities betw een the num ber o f  B cell clones capable o f  reacting w ith antigen.
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Eimeria tenella
General Features
E. tenella  is an obligate intracellular parasite w hich causes cecal coccidiosis in 
chickens. It belongs to the phylum  Apicom plexa as do the plasm odia. E. tenella has a 
com plex life cycle, w hich contains both sexual and asexual stages (Figure 8). The 
exogenous stages o f  E. tenella  are the oocysts, which are shed in the feces and undergo 
sporogony in the environm ent to generate sporozoites, enclosed within sporocysts. 
Follow ing ingestion, oocysts undergo excystation. in the process releasing sporozoites 
into the intestinal lum en. Free sporozoites penetrate the intestinal epithelium o f  the ceca. 
which are two blind sacs appended to the junction o f  the colon and the ileum. Inside the 
cecal epithelium , sporozoites becom e rounded and transform  into trophozoites. 
Trophozoites have the capacity to undergo m erogony. M erogony is the production o f 
m erozoites through asexual proliferation. M erozoites are released into the gut lumen 
where they infect epithelial cells close to the point o f  release. After a few merozoite 
generations, gam etogony takes place. G am etogony is the sexual proliferation stage o f  the 
life cycle. During this stage, m erozoites enter cells and turn into either m icrogametocytes 
or m acrogam etocytes. M icrogam etocytes fertilize m acrogam etocytes to form a zygote, 
which surrounds itse lf w ith an oocyst wall. The oocyst is then released into the 
environm ent and the cycle occurs again (Jeurissen et al., 1996) [Fig. 8].
Cecal coccidiosis involves the destruction o f  the intestinal epithelium at the site o f 
infection and eventually  leads to death due to nutrient m aladsorption and blood loss. The 
severity o f  the disease is estim ated based on several param eters including weight loss,
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Figure 8. The life cycle of Eimeria tenella. The life cycle consists of 
both sexual and asexual stages. The parasite reproduces in the 
intestine of the chicken. Unsporulated oocysts are released into the 
environment where they sporulate and can infect new hosts. [Based 
on Jeurissen et al., 1996]
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cecal lesions, fecal content, and m ortality. Often these sym ptom s need to he considered 
sim ultaneously in order to evaluate the severity o f  the disease since they do not correlate 
well. Based on this observation, it has been suggested that there are at least three stages 
o f  im m unity to cecal coccidiosis. O ne is characterized by com plete resistance to the 
parasite, one is characterized by  discharge o f  oocysts but no lesion occurrence, and one 
involves resistance to the clinical effects o f  the disease despite the presence o f  severe 
lesions (Long et al., 1980).
Im m une Response
Initial studies on im m unity to cecal coccidiosis date back to the I940’s when 
Rosenberg (1941) dem onstrated genetic control o f  resistance to coccidiosis. In 1951. 
Edgar et al. showed that selection could lead to resistance to E. tenella infection. Later, 
resistant and susceptible lines w ere developed (Cham pion. 1954; Johnson and Edgar. 
1982).
Lines selected for resistance and susceptibility to cecal coccidiosis have been used 
in order to characterize the genes affecting the outcom e o f  the disease. Som e o f  the 
earliest studies have focused on the B com plex (R uff and Bacon, 1989; Clare et al.. 
1985). R uff and Bacon suggested that, while the B com plex influences resistance and 
susceptibility to coccidiosis, it m ay play a m inor role in the developm ent o f  im m unity to 
challenge infection, pointing to a difference in the identity o f  the genes controlling initial 
infections and those controlling subsequent developm ent o f  im m unity to further 
challenges. R u ff and Bacon found that, based on lesion score, the B2B2 genotype was 
associated w ith greater susceptibility  to Eimeria a c e n n lin a  but not Eimeria tenella  
infection than the B'Br genotype. C lare et al. found that these differences were also
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evident w ith respect to  im m unity to cecal coccidiosis, the d isease caused by E. tenella , 
using a repeated low dose immunization protocol, whereas R uff and Bacon observed a 
greater im m une protection in B1 congenic lines than in B~ congenic lines based on four 
100-oocyst im m unizations. The differences betw een the two studies with regard to the 
effect o f  the B  system  on immunity to the disease were explained by the fact that different 
im m unization protocols w ere utilized. In support o f  this, R uff and Bacon dem onstrated 
that B~B~ congenic lines had low immunity to cecal coccidiosis following a single 100- 
oocyst im m unization but a high degree o f  im m unity following four 1 0 0 -oocyst 
im m unizations, w hile a B 'B ' congenic line had a low level o f  protection using the same 
protocol. Furtherm ore, C lare et al. found evidence that the response to coccidia varied 
am ong genotypes depending on whether a nonviable oocyst antigen or a viable asexual 
stage antigen w as used as a challenge agent. This suggested that the imm une response to 
the disease m ay reflect not only the m echanism  o f  antigen presentation but also the 
particular character o f  parasite antigens presented by the M HC.
In an attem pt to identify the regions o f  the M HC contributing to differential 
resistance and im m unity to E. tenella , C lare et al. (1989) studied resistance and 
susceptibility  as well as im m unity to cecal coccidiosis in B-F /B-G  recom binant birds. The 
B-F  region w as im plicated as a significant influence on disease susceptibility. 
Furtherm ore, the results o f  the study provided support to the proposition that different 
genetic m echanism s influence innate resistance to cecal coccidiosis on the one hand, and 
acquired im m unity on the other. W hile B-F1 birds showed greater resistance to the 
disease, after prim ing w ith the antigen they dem onstrated little protection. Conversely, B-
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F 21 birds, while being susceptible to initial infection with the parasite, displayed 
enhanced protection follow ing im m unization.
The absence o f  a straightforw ard correlation betw een B haplotype effect on 
resistance to cecal coccidiosis on the one hand, and im m unity to the disease on the other, 
pointed to genes o ther than the M HC as potential factors influencing the response to E. 
tenella  infection. D irect evidence for that w as presented in 1989 when Lillehoj et al. 
found w ide variations in innate resistance and acquired im m unity to cecal coccidiosis 
between birds sharing a com m on genetic background but differing at their MHC as well 
as birds sharing a com m on B  haplotype but differing w ith respect to their genetic 
backgrounds. Some o f  these nonM HC genes have been identified and include the A-E  
(Johnson and Edgar, 1984). /  (M artin et al., 1986), and C  (Johnson and Edgar, 1986) 
erythrocyte alloantigen system s.
Investigations regarding the cellular basis o f  im m unity to E. tenella infection are 
com plicated by the fact that the parasite has different life cycle stages, each associated 
w ith the expression o f  various antigenic patterns. It is believed that the sporozoite is the 
invasive stage in itiating infection in chicken cells and therefore it is the m ajor 
immunogenic form o f  the parasite. The early  studies focused on the potential o f  
antibodies to m ediate im m unity to cecal coccidiosis. Antibodies which agglutinate, 
imm obilize, or lyse various stages o f  the parasite have been identified in resistant 
chickens. Furtherm ore, sporozoites incubated w ith serum  from resistant chickens were 
incapable o f  initiating an infection when injected into susceptible chickens (H uff and 
Clark, 1970). O f  particu lar im portance is IgA antibody, w hich constitutes the m ajor 
portion o f  neutralizing antiserum  found in the fecal contents o f  E. tenella infected
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chickens (Davis et al., 1977). Nevertheless, bursectom ized birds still becam e immune to 
cecal coccidiosis, suggesting a contribution through m echanism s other than humoral 
im m unity (H uff and C lark , 1970).
A direct link betw een cell-m ediated im m unity and the developm ent o f  cecal 
coccidiosis was found through studies o f  the correlation betw een delayed hypersensitivity 
reactions and in vitro  lym phocyte stim ulation, as m easurem ents o f  the strength o f  a cell- 
m ediated imm une response, and resistance to cecal coccidiosis. As a result o f  these 
studies, it was proposed that cell-m ediated imm unity is m ore im portant in disease 
resistance than am ounts o f  circulating antibody, which fall below  detectable levels after 
prolonged parasite persistence (Giam brone and Klesius, 1980). In a later study, however, 
it was shown that T lym phocyte deficient birds, as well as bursectom ized birds, were 
capable o f  developing im m unity  to the disease, suggesting that the balance betw een the 
two may be conducive to optim al imm unity but that either one can provide some 
protection without contribution from the other, possibly through alternative mechanisms 
(Rose and Hesketh, 1979). In support o f  this, it was show n that different immune 
m echanism s contribute to the developm ent o f  im m unity to E. tenella  infection in normal 
versus bursectom ized chickens. W hile the developm ent o f  im m unity  in bursectom ized 
birds involved a high proportion o f  T cell clones capable o f  activating cytotoxic activity 
in m acrophages, im m unity in normal chickens was associated w ith  higher num bers o f  T 
cell clones interacting w ith prim ed B cells (Bhogal et al., 1986).
Studies correlating protective imm une responses to coccid ia  and host genetic 
variation in T- and B-cell responses have pointed to a central role for cell-m ediated 
im m unity. T cells from resistant birds display higher lym phocyte proliferative responses
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following stim ulation with sporozoite antigen in vitro  than T cells from susceptible birds. 
In contrast, genetic variation with respect to antibody responses has not been noted. In 
fact, the relationship between resistance to infection and antibody responses appears 
inverse. The authors propose that in susceptible lines, the lack o f  protection m ay be a 
function o f  the tendency to initiate an im m une response to irrelevant antigens or antigens 
m ediating evasion o f  protective im m unity (Bum stead et al., 1995).
In an attem pt to evaluate the relative im portance o f  Th versus Tc lym phocytes in 
resistance and im m unity to cecal coccidiosis. Breed et al. (1996) studied the changes in 
peripheral blood leukocyte T-cell subsets following infection with E. tenella. They 
observed a sharp transitory increase in the num bers o f  C D S' T cell subsets and a gradual 
decrease o f  CD4* T cells in the blood o f  infected birds following a prim ary challenge. 
Such effects were not seen following a secondary infection. These observations led the 
authors to propose that C D 8 '  cells m ay play a m ajor role at the onset o f  imm unity. The 
apparent decrease in the levels o f  C D 4 ' T cells could correlate with m igration o f  these 
cells from the circulation to the ceca. The lack o f  observed changes in lymphocyte 
distribution follow ing secondary infection is explained by an enhanced im m une status 
already established in the cecum at the m oment o f  secondary infection.
Studies o f  the differential role o f  T cell subsets in im m unity to coccidial infection 
are com plicated by the fact that C D 8 * T cells, in addition to serving as m ediators o f 
imm unity to the disease, also play an essential role as transporters o f  sporozoites to the 
crypt epithelium. T rout and Lillehoj (1995) found evidence for that phenom enon in the 
fact that CD 8 "-T- cell- depleted birds dem onstrated a reduction in the num ber o f  oocysts 
follow ing prim ary infection but an increase in the num ber o f  oocysts follow ing secondary
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infection. The authors suggested that the decrease in the num ber o f  oocysts following 
prim ary infection is due to the lack o f  CD 8 * T cells capable o f  transporting the parasite to 
the crypt epithelium , while the increase follow ing secondary infection is illustrative o f  
the role o f  CDS* T cells in the developm ent o f  im m unity to reinfection. In contrast, CD4* 
T-cell-depleted birds produced more oocysts than controls following prim ary but not 
secondary infection, suggesting that CD-T T cells are important in the establishm ent o f  
prim ary immunity. The differences betw een the findings o f  Breed et al. and Trout and 
Lillehoj could be a result o f  the dual function o f  C D 8 * T cells as sporozoite transporters 
and m ediators o f  immunity.
In conclusion, both CD4* and C D 8 * T cell subsets play a role in immunity to 
cecal coccidiosis. The balance between cell-m ediated and hum oral immunity is 
conducive to an optim al immune response since both branches o f  the im m une system 
have been shown to contribute to immunity. The com plex life-cycle o f  E. tenella  as well 
as the capacity o f  the parasite to enter intestinal lym phocytes and be transported inside 
them to the site o f  infection complicate the study o f  the m echanism s involved in 
immunity.
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CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES
The effect o f  the M HC on different im m une param eters and disease susceptibility 
in chickens has been thoroughly studied. There exists a strong correlation between MHC 
haplotype and outcom e o f  oncogenic virus infections, such as Rous sarcom as and 
M arek’s d isease, infections by eukaryotic parasites, such as cecal coccidiosis, bacterial 
infections, such as fowl cholera, autoim m une diseases, such as spontaneous autoim m une 
thyroiditis (SAT), and the outcom e o f  v-vrc-induced tum ors. Furthermore, MHC 
haplotype has been linked to immune param eters, such as antibody response, serum Ig 
levels, T lym phocyte function, and m acrophage function.
The strong link between B complex haplotype and im m une response in the 
chicken has been explained by the sim plicity o f  the chicken M HC. The num ber o f  MHC 
genes w ithin the com plex is much lower than that in m am m als. There is a tight linkage 
between these genes due to the com pactness o f  the region, leading to transmission o f  
haplotypes at loci encoded within the MHC as units. Furtherm ore, o f  the MHC I and 
MHC II genes, only one allele is expressed at high levels, w hile in m ammals the 
expression o f  alleles is characterized by co-dom inance. As a result, birds have a limited 
repertoire o f  specificities to deal with foreign antigens and rely on a “plus/m inus" 
strategy to generate im m une responses. This leads to a predom inance in a population, o f  
MHC haplotypes strongly selected by a particular virulent pathogen.
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The effect o f  the MHC on immune response is probably a reflection o f  differential 
antigen presentation associated with different haplotypes. How ever, the observation o f  
phenotypic variation in lines identical at the M HC suggests a contribution from nonM HC 
loci to the developm ent o f  immunity. Based on the polym orphism  o f  the L system , as 
well as on previous studies suggesting a role for it in antibody response, fertility, bursa 
size, and outcom e o f  Rous sarcomas, we hypothesized that Ea-L  represents one such 
locus.
W e attem pted to characterize the effect o f  Ea-L  on Rous sarcom as, antibody 
response to SRBC and BA, and cecal coccidiosis in fully segregating com binations o f  L 
alleles w ithin different B complex backgrounds in o rder to investigate possible 
interactions betw een the two systems. Based on our findings we intended to propose a 
functional assignm ent for the L system. Our interests focused on potential confirmation 
and elucidation o f  the effect o f  L on Rous sarcom as and collection o f  evidence suggesting 
a m echanism  through w hich it may exercise that effect, be it through m odulation o f  the 
efficiency o f  antigen presentation, control o f  hum oral responses, o r definition o f  T 
lym phocyte function. A lthough these m echanism s are interdependent and their effects 
could not be separated clearly by the type o f  in vivo strategies we have adopted, still our 
results, together w ith determ ination o f  some m olecular characteristics o f  the L antigen, 
could point to an analogous function in m am m als or propose a novel imm une function 
w ith im plications for oncogenic or parasitic disease.
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CH A PTER III
A LLOA NTIGEN SYSTEM  L AFFECTS THE O U TCO M E OF ROUS SA RCO M A S
Zdravka M edarova, W. Elwood Briles, and Robert L. Taylor, Jr.
[Exp. Biol. Med. Vol. 227(3): 158-163, 2002]
ABSTRACT
This study w as designed to exam ine the alloantigen system  L effects on Rous sarcom as in 
three B complex genotypes. The parental stock w ere 50%  M odified W isconsin Line 3 x 
W hite Leghorn Line NIU 4 and 50%  inbred Line 6.15-5. Pedigree m atings o f  2 Bl B 5 
L'L~ sires to 5 B2B '  iJ  L 2 dam s per sire, produced experim ental chicks segregating for B 
and L genotypes. Chicks were inoculated with 20 pock-form ing units (pfu) Rous 
sarcom a virus (RSV ) at six weeks-of-age. Tum ors w ere scored six tim es over 10 weeks 
postinoculation after which the tum or scores were used to assign a tum or profile index 
(TPI) to each chicken. Tum or growth over tim e and TPI were evaluated by repeated- 
m easures analysis o f  variance and analysis o f  variance, respectively. Six trials were 
conducted with a total o f  151 chickens. The m ajor histocom patibility (B)  complex 
affected the responses as the B 1B2 and B2B> genotypes had significantly low er tum or 
growth over tim e and TPI than the B 'B ' genotype. Separate analyses revealed no 
significant L system  effect in B2B 2 or B2B:> backgrounds. However, L genotype
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significantly affected (P  < 0 .05) both tum or growth over tim e and TPI in B yB~ chickens. 
B'B~ L XL~ birds had TPI significantly lower than B 'B ' L [L l chickens but not B~B~ L 'L  
M ortality was lower in the B~B5 L*L: birds than in B~B~ L 'L 1 chickens. The L system , or 
one closely linked, affects the growth and ultim ate outcom e o f  Rous sarcom as. The 
response m ay depend upon the genetic background as well as M HC type.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic variation in antigenic determ inants am ong m em bers o f  a species produces 
alloantigens. N um erous alloantigens have been described based on im m unogenetic 
analysis o f  antisera resulting from exchange o f  blood betw een individual anim als. 
Chicken erythrocyte alloantigen systems A. B. C. D. E, //. I. J. K. L. S . P. and R (D ietert 
et al., 1992) have been identified by serological reactions o r by other methods. The B 
blood group was one o f  the earliest alloantigen system s described (Briles et al., 1950). 
Schierm an and N ordskog (1961) subsequently found that the B  blood group was 
associated with skin hom ograft tolerance and thus established that the B system  was the 
m ajor histocom patibility com plex (MHC) in the chicken. The B  com plex has a pivotal 
role in imm une responsiveness and the outcom e o f  pathogenic challenges (D ietert et al.. 
1991, Kaufman and Salom onsen, 1997).
G ilm our (1959) and Briles (1962) independently discovered the L alloantigen 
system and established that tw o haplotypes, Z. 1 and Z.: , segregate. The L locus segregates 
independently from nine other erythrocyte alloantigen system s (D ietert et al., 1992) but 
has not been assigned to a linkage group. Alloantigen typing show ed that the L system  
did not segregate (C rittenden et al., 1993) in a reference population established for
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m olecular m apping. In addition to the described L haplotype associations w ith responses 
to RSV-induced tum ors, other investigations have revealed L allele frequency alterations 
following divergent selection for bursa size (Scott et al.. 1988) and fertility changes 
am ong different L genotypes (DeSilva. 1965). Taylor and Briles (2000) exam ined the 
effect o f  eight nonM HC alloantigen system s on resistance and susceptibility  to Eimeria  
tenella  in both BZBZ and BZB~ backgrounds. The authors found an association only 
betw een the L system and cecal lesions. BZBZL [L { chickens had higher lesion scores than 
B ZBZL {LZ and BZBZL ZLZ chickens. No significant L genotype effect was observed in a 
B ZB' background.
Rous sarcom a is a connective tissue tum or caused by the Rous sarcom a virus 
(RSY ), an oncogenic RNA virus. Tum ors develop after injection o f  the virus into 
susceptible chickens. The tum ors may regress or progress depending on the level o f  
antitum or im m une response produced by the MHC (Collins et al.. 1977; Schierm an et al., 
1977). Variation in RSV tum or outcom e am ong identical M HC genotypes from crosses 
o f  inbred lines differing at the M HC (Collins et al., 1977. Brown et al., 1984, Plachy, et 
al., 1979, Plachy, J. 1984; Plachy, et al., 1984), different inbred lines identical at the B 
com plex (Collins et al., 1980; G ilm our et al., 1983; G ilm our et al., 1986) o r crosses o f 
noninbred lines (Collins et al., 1979; Collins et al., 1985b) im plicated a role for nonM HC 
genes. For exam ple, nonM HC T lym phocyte alloantigens. Ly-4  and Th- l ,  and the B 
lym phocyte alloantigen Bu-1 interacted to alter the response against RSV tumors in 
crosses o f  BZBZ inbred lines (G ilm our et al., 1983; G ilm our et al., 1986).
Tw o previous studies found L alloantigen effects on the response to Rous 
sarcom as. Collins (1979) studied the effect o f  alloantigen system s C. D, E, /, and L on
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tum or outcom e in the F: generation o f  inbred lines 6 < x 100 that all had the BrB1 
genotype. The C. D, £ , and /  system s did not influence tum or outcom e. On the other 
hand, the L genotype significantly  affected tum or growth in fem ales but not in males. 
LePage et al. (2000b) exam ined the effect o f  alloantigen system s .*1. C. D, £ , H. /. L. and 
P  on Rous sarcom a outcom e in tw o B  com plex genotypes: B 'B r , a tum or progressor, and 
B 'B \  a m oderate progressor. A lloantigen system s A. C. D. E, H. /, and P  had no 
significant effect on tum or fate. The L genotype correlated w ith a differential tum or 
outcom e. In the B^B' genotypic background, the L ]L ] chickens had lower tumor size, 
tum or profile index (TPI), and m ortality  than the l ) L '  chickens. M ortality was lower in 
L'L'  birds com pared to L ' L : b irds in the B'B*  background.
These earlier experim ents indicate significant L alloantigen modulation o f  
im m une responses without com plete  B and L system segregation. The objective o f  this 
study is to further investigate L system  effects on RSV-induced tum ors. We used crosses 
producing progeny fully segregating for both the B com plex and the L alloantigen. This 
structure allows exam ination o f  the L system effects in B genotypes that vary w idely in 
their RSV-induced tum or outcom e.
M A TERIA LS AND M ETHODS 
Stock. Chickens for this study w ere derived from several lines. Line 6.15-5 is a 
congenic line (Dix and Taylor, 1996) that was produced by crossing USDA-ADOL 
inbred Line 151 (BSBS) to U SD A -A D O L inbred Line 6\ (Bl B2). A fter ten backcross 
generations, heterozygous B2B~ chickens were m ated inter se to produce Line 6.15-5 B'B* 
birds that have 9 9 .9 %  o f  the Line 6 i genetic background. M odified W isconsin line 3 is 
an experimental population derived from W isconsin inbred Line 3 A ncona (95% inbred)
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[McGibbon, 1978], orig inally  hom ozygous for genes o f  all alloantigen loci except the B 
system. The m odification consisted o f  introducing alloantigens for selected system s from 
W hite Leghorns and backcrossing two or more generations to Line 3. W hite Leghorn 
Line NIL' 4 was derived  over 20 generations from inter se m atings o f  crosses between 
four com m ercial parent stocks and selecting for equal frequencies o f  alloantigens 
segregating at 9 alloantigen loci.
Line 6 .1 5 0  (B5B~ Z.'Z.1) dam s were mated to BrBr L [L~ sires from a line cross 
between m odified W isconsin Line 3 Ancona x W hite Leghorn line N IL  4 sires (B^B1 
L L' )  as described by  LePage et al. (2000b). Chickens from this m ating that had the B' B  
L ]L'  genotype contained 50%  o f  the Line 6.15-5 genom e and were used as parents to 
produce the experim ental progeny. Pedigree m atings o f  2 Bl B~ L [/,* sires to 5 B2B ' L {L: 
dam s per sire, produced  6  hatches having one hundred and fifty one chicks segregating 
for all possible com binations o f  B  and L genotypes. The birds were hatched at the 
University o f  N ew  H am pshire Poultry Research Farm and were w ing-banded for 
identification. V accinations against M arek’s disease and N ew castle-bronchitis were 
administered at hatch and 10 d, respectively. The chicks w ere housed in heated brooder 
batteries with w ater and food freely available. S ix-w eek-old chicks were transferred to 
isolation cages for the  rem ainder o f  the experiment.
A lloantigen  ty p in g . The chickens w ere typed for B  and L systems in 
agglutination assays utilizing antisera specific for the haplotypes o f  the parental stocks 
(Briles and Briles, 1982). W hen chicks reached 3 wk o f  age. 0.5 mL blood was drawn 
from the wing vein and added to cold sodium citrate anticoagulant solution ( 6 8  pM 
sodium citrate / 72 pM  sodium  chloride). Samples w ere shipped overnight w ith ice packs
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to Northern Illinois University. Fifty pL o f  a 2% suspension o f  washed red blood cells 
was dispensed into tubes containing lOOpL o f  antiserum  specific for the B  and L system 
haplotypes o f  interest. Follow ing a 2 hr room tem perature incubation, the reaction 
m ixtures were transferred to 3° C for an overnight incubation. The following day, cells 
were resuspended and scored visually for agglutination after a 1 hr incubation at room 
temperature.
RSV C h a llen g e  a n d  T u m o r  E valuation . At six weeks o f  age, the birds were 
inoculated in the right w ingw eb with 20 pfu o f  the Bryan high titer strain o f  Rous 
sarcom a virus (RSV). [RA V -1], subgroup A. Tw o w eeks following RSV challenge, 
tumors were scored for size using the following scale: 0  = no palpable tumor; 1 = small 
tumor up to 0.5 cm diam eter; 2 = tum or > 0.5 up to 1.2 cm  diam eter; 3 = tum or > 1.2 up 
to 1 2 w ingweb area; 4 = tum or > 1 2  wingweb area, but < entire wingweb area; 5 = 
tum or filling the entire w ingw eb; 6  = massive tum or extended beyond wingweb; and 7 = 
death during the experim ent (Collins et al.. 1977). T um or size was also scored at weeks 
three, four, six, eight, and ten post-inoculation for a total o f  six tum or size scores over the 
ten week experim ental period. The six tum or size scores were then used to assign a 
tum or profile index (TPI) to each bird as an indicator o f  the tum or growth pattern. The 
TPI values were those o f  Collins et al., (Collins et al., 1985b), where 1 = complete 
regression by 70 d post-inoculation, or a decreasing slope, o r com plete regression by 56 d 
followed by recurrence; 2 = general upward trend, o r plateau; slight regression after 56 d; 
3 = term inal tum or after 42 days post-inoculation; 4 = term inal tum or betw een 29 and 42 
d post-inoculation; and 5 = term inal tumor by 28 d post-inoculation.
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S ta tis tica l A nalysis . Tum or scores were analyzed by repeated m easures 
ANOVA with hatch, sex . sire, dam s within sire, time. B genotype, L genotype, and a f ix  
L interaction as m ain effects. A large effect o f  B type led to separate analyses for each B 
genotype having hatch, sire, dam s within sire, tim e, and L type as main effects. The TPI 
values w ere rank transform ed and analyzed by A N O V A  as described by C onover and 
Iman (C onover and Im an. 1981) with the same independent variables except tim e as in 
the repeated m easures A N O V A . Significant d ifferences betw een alloantigen system  
genotypes were determ ined using Fisher’s protected LSD. M ortality rates were evaluated 
using chi-square analysis.
RESULTS
Alloantigen system  genotypes for B and L segregated independently o f  each other 
in the 151 progeny. R epeated m easures analysis o f  tum or score revealed a significant (P 
-  0.0001) B  genotype effect on tum or growth. The significant (P  -  0.0001) interaction 
between tim e and B genotype indicated that tum or grow th differed over tim e as a 
function o f  B genotype (Fig. 9A). Analysis o f  the TPI values demonstrated a highly 
significant B  genotype effect (P  = 0.0001). The highest m ean TPI, found in the ByB' 
genotype (n = 31; 3.35 ±  0.18) was significantly greater than the TPI o f  B2B2 b irds (n = 
46; TPI = 1.43 ± 0.16) and BrB' birds (n = 74; TPI = 1.36 ± 0.10) [Fig. 9B], The B 
genotype significantly affected (P  = 0.0001) m ortality rates o f  13.1%, 10.8%, and 77.4%  
for the B 'B r , B~B~, and B 'B ' genotypes, respectively (Table II, Analysis 1). No 
differences betw een m ales and females were detected.
The overw helm ing B genotype effect on tum or outcom e led to separate analyses 
o f  L genotype effects on tum or score, TPI, and m ortality  w ithin each specific B genotype.
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Therefore, L {L.\ L {L2, and L rL 2 birds were analyzed within the BrB2. B r B and BrBr 
M HC types. No significant effect o f  L genotype on tum or score over time, TPI. or 
m ortality was evident in either the BrB1 or B2B5 (data not show n) M HC genotype 
backgrounds. Both the B2B2 and B1Br genotypes from this m ating exhibited strong 
regression o f  RSV-induced tum ors.
The L genotype, how ever, exerted a significant influence on tum or score, TPI, and 
m ortality in the BrB' genotypic background. Repeated m easures analysis o f  tumor score 
indicated a significant change in tum or size over time (P  = 0.0001) as well as a 
significant L genotype x tim e interaction (P -  0.00017). The overall pattern o f  tumor 
growth was an increase in tum or size 2, 3. and 4 weeks post-inoculation followed by a 
lower rate o f  tumor size increase in B 'B ’ L'L~ (n = 14) com pared w ith either the B'Br 
L XL [ (n = 5) or BrB' L 'L '  (n = 12) genotypes (Fig. 10A). Tum or size at 10 weeks post­
inoculation was dim inished in the L [L2 genotype (5.43 ± 0.6) com pared to either the L xl )  
(7.00 ± 0.0) or L 'L ' (6.83 ± 0.2) genotypes.
Analysis o f  variance o f  the TPI values also found a significant L genotype effect 
on tum or outcom e (P = 0.023) in BrB? chickens. The L [L2 genotype had TPI o f  2.93 ± 
0.3 w hich was significantly low er than the TPI values o f  L lL l (4.00 ± 0.3) but not L 'L ' 
(3.58 ± 0.3) chickens (Fig. 10B). Furthermore, chi-square analysis o f  m ortality 
differences revealed a significant L effect (P = 0.046). The L lL~ genotype had the lowest 
m ortality rate (57.1%), w hereas the I? L 2 and L ]L l genotypes had m ortality  rates o f  91.7%  
and 100% respectively (Table II, Analysis 2).
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DISCU SSIO N
Segregating com binations o f  two B  and two I. haplotypes produced nine different 
genotype com binations in the experim ental progeny. The results are consistent with the 
differential B2Br and B5B5 genotype effects on retroviral oncogene tum ors reported 
previously. B2B2 chickens regress RSV tum ors or v-src  DNA tum ors whereas B 'B ' hosts 
progress these tum ors (Collins et al., 1977, Taylor et al. 1992). The sam e divergent B 
com plex responses are evident in tum or m etastasis (Collins et al., 1986, Taylor et al.. 
1994) as well as in im m unity to a second inoculation o f  RSV or v-src  DNA (Taylor et al., 
1994; Guyre et al.. 1982). O ther B com plex haplotypes also d iffer in their responses to 
RSV tum ors or v-src  DNA tumors (P lachy et al.. 1986, Svoboda et al., 1992; Plachy et 
al., 1994). H eterozygous B:B5 chickens usually have less tum or regression than BrB2 
chickens (C ollins et al.. 1977; Collins et al., 1986). The current study assessed different 
m ating types com pared w ith former experim ents so the profound sim ilarity m B2B2 and 
B2B' genotypes’ tum or grow th may be due to nonM HC genes.
The L alloantigen genotypes were analyzed within each B  genotype to eliminate 
the possibility that the powerful B com plex effect would overcom e any L system  effects. 
No significant L effect was evident in either the B 'B 2 or B2B5 genotypic background as 
both genotypes regressed tumors. A significant L influence, how ever, was evident in the 
B 'B ' background. This result suggests that the robust tum or regression found in B 2B2 and 
B2B' birds m asks the weak L effect, w hich becom es obvious only  in the B 'B 5 progressor 
background. Based upon tum or growth over tim e, TPI, and m ortality, the L lL2 genotype 
mitigated the progressive effect o f  the B 'B 5 genotype and did so significantly com pared 
to the L [L [ genotype.
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Two prior studies exam ined the L alloantigen system  influence on Rous sarcomas. 
Am ong the F; generation o f  B 'B 2 inbred lines 63 x 1 0 0 , tum or fate was affected 
significantly by L genotype (Collins 1979). Fem ales o f  the  L lL l genotype had 
significantly lower TPI than the L 'L '  genotype. No L genotype effect was found in 
m ales. LePage et al. (2000b) tested BrB5 and B 'B ' progeny that segregated for at least 
two alleles o f  eight non -B  alloantigen system s. Significant L alloantigen  effects on Rous 
sarcom as were found in both B  com plex backgrounds. The L lL l genotype was associated 
with lower tum or scores, TPI, and m ortality than the L ' L 2 genotype in a B2B' 
background. Low er m ortality  was found in B 'B 5 L {L l ch ickens than in B^B5 L lL2 
chickens.
The apparent disagreem ent o f  the present data with previous studies may be 
attributed to several factors. First, each study used a m ating type w ith a different genetic 
background. Collins (1979) used progeny from the cross o f  tw o inbred lines, LePage et 
al. (2000b) used progeny that w ere 50%  M odified W isconsin L ine 3 and 50%  W hite 
Leghorns, whereas the current study used progeny that consisted o f  50%  inbred line 6 - 
15.5 and 50% M odified W isconsin Line 3 x NIU 4 W hite Leghom s. Second, LePage et 
al. (2000b) used a h igher virus dose (30 pfu) than this experim ent (20 pfu). Virus dose 
m ay influence tum or grow th in progressive genotypes (V incent and  Taylor, 1988), such 
as B5B 5. Third, the current study is the only  one that utilizes full segregation o f  B  and L 
haplotypes. Effects o f  background genes, other than B  and L , cannot be com pletely 
excluded by the results.
Growth and subsequent division o f  tum or cells as well as ce llu lar recruitm ent via 
viral-replication genes (Taylor et al., 1992) affect RSV tum or grow th. T cells are
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principally responsible for RSV  tum or regression (Cotter et al.. 1976, G ilm our et al., 
1983, Plachy et al. 1984, Pow ell et al„ 1987). Cross-reactions betw een tum or antigens 
and certain  MHC haplotypes m ay im pinge on antigen recognition. The B s antigen cross­
reacted to one or m ore RSV tum or antigens because Rous sarcom a progression increased 
in B2B~ chickens previously m ade tolerant to the antigen from progressor chickens 
com pared with untreated B2B 2 controls (Heinzelm ann et al., 1981a; Heinzelm ann et al., 
1981b). Tum or regressor Line CB B llB l2 chickens progressed a transplantable \-src- 
induced tum or after they w ere m ade tolerant to Line CC fl4# 4 or C’B .R l, (B -F i: B-G4). 
This result supported a cross-reaction betw een the B4 antigen and a v-src  tum or antigen 
(Plachy et al.. 1994).
The L ]L2 genotype advantage in B*B* tumor outcom e indicates com plem entation. 
The host response to a tum or is a com plex reaction to a m ultitude o f  antigens (Brown et 
al.. 1982). Particular heterozygous com binations o f  MHC m olecules m ay facilitate tumor 
or viral antigen recognition (Lukacs et al.. 1989). Com pared w ith the hom ozygotes, a 
heterozygote may com plem ent through either improved recognition efficiency o f  the 
same num ber o f  antigens or increased recognition o f  additional antigens. The L ' L1 
genotype o r closely linked genes, in B^Br chickens o f  the current study, m ay have 
enhanced the imm une response against RSV tumors by in teracting w ith an effector 
m olecule, facilitating viral o r tum or antigen interaction w ith effector m olecules or 
partially overcom ing the B 5 antigen-associated tolerance to tum or antigens. These effects 
m ight be accom plished through increased T cell activation, B  com plex antigen 
expression, or both.
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Plachy (1985) described M HC and nonM HC gene com plem entation in crosses o f  
the Prague congenic inbred lines. CB ( B l2B 12). CB.I (B B  '). and inbred line IA (B B ). 
Chickens o f  the B r'B  genotype from either CB x CB.I or CB x IA m atings had more 
regressing tum ors than either B i2B ,: or B B  chickens indicating com plem entation 
betw een the B 12 and B  haplotypes. In addition, greater tum or regression was evident in 
the B r'B  genotype CB x IA chickens than in the same genotype from the CB x CB.I 
m ating denoting a nonM H C gene effect that was com plem entary. M atings o f  Line CC 
(Z?4/?4) w ith CB.I and IA revealed sim ilar MHC and nonM HC com plem entation that was 
independent o f  age. B?B chickens from the CC x IA m ating had m ore tum or regression 
than CC x CB.I cross (P lachy 1985).
O ther nonM HC genes have dem onstrated com plem entary effects on the outcom e 
o f  Rous sarcom as. G ilm our et al. (1983) studied progeny derived from inbred line 
crosses identical for the M HC (B2B2) but segregating for Ly-4  and Th-I  nonM HC T-cell 
surface antigen genes. A hom ozygous/heterozygous interaction was found in that Ly- 
43Ly-43iT h - l3T h -lb and Ly-43Ly-4b‘T h -l3Th-I3 genotypes had increased RSV tumor 
regression. The interaction betw een the a and b haplotypes occurred when the other 
locus was the an genotype. Another exam ple o f  com plem entation occurred between 
nonM HC B and T cell alloantigens, B u-l and Ly-4. Progeny from a different cross o f 
B:B2 inbred lines had greater RSV tum or regression due to com plem entation between the 
Ly-43 and B u - I b alleles o r the Ly-4b and B u -l3 alleles (G ilm our et al., 1986).
Genes other than the M HC can affect the RSV tum or progressive B~B' genotype. 
Collins et al. (1985a) exam ined Rous sarcom a m etastasis in B5B' hosts from two 
populations: (Line 6 i x Line 15 1)F_s W hite Leghorn cross and (Line 6 | x Line 151)Fs
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Leghorn x Line UNH 105 New Hampshire F;. The incidence o f  tum or m etastasis was 
significantly low er in the B'B~ W hite Leghorn x LHVH 105 cross than in the B 'B 5 White 
Leghorn population, suggesting a possible nonM HC background effect on metastasis. 
Another study found that B5B* birds having alloantigen haplotypes D 1' or had 
significantly low er TPI than those with D 1’ or /*' (LePage et al. 2000b). M ortality in B?B5 
chickens was low ered by the L lL l genotype com pared w ith  the L xL~ genotype (LePage et 
al. 2000b). How ever, that study used chickens with a different genetic background and 
used two B  genotypes w ith three L genotypes com pared to the current research that has 
full segregation o f  B and L genotypes.
The present experim ents revealed that the B  com plex and the L alloantigen system 
significantly affected tum or growth over time, TPI. and m ortality due to RSV-induced 
tumors. This w ork also adds unique information regarding L alloantigen effects on the 
immune response to Rous sarcomas in the context o f  B2 and fi5 haplotype segregation. 
Com plem entation by the L XL~ genotype in the B*B> birds supports the conclusion that the 
L alloantigen system , or some closely linked gene(s), has significant effects on the fate o f  
Rous sarcom as. Further research should exam ine possib le interactions between the L 
system, different B  haplotypes and other nonM HC genes.
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Figure 9. Effect of fl genotype on (A) tumor size scores over a 10-wk 
experimental period and (B) tumor profile indices (TP I) in B2^  (n = 
46), B2^  (n = 74) and flrB5 (n = 31) chicks inoculated with 20 pfu 
Rous sarcoma virus. Tumor growth as a function of B genotype 
differs significantly (P  -  0.0001) over time. Bars having no common 
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Figure 10. Effect of L alloantigen genotype on (A) tumor size scores 
over a 10-wk experimental period and (B) tumor profile indices (TPI) 
in B5^  L1L1 (n = 5), B5^  L1L2 (n = 14) and B5B5 L2L2 (n = 12) chicks 
inoculated with 20 pfu Rous sarcoma virus. Tumor growth as a 
function of L genotype differs significantly (P  = 0.00017) over time. 
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^5484
T ab le  II. C ontingency table chi-square analyses o f  m ortality  due to Rous sarcomas 
among different genotypes in modified W isconsin Line 3 x 6.15-5 W hite Leghorn 
chickens.
A live  D ead
A nalysis G enotype N % n % X 2 P
1 BrB2 40 86.9 6 13.1 56.63 0.0001
Bl B- 66 89.2 8 10.8
B'B~ 7 22.6 24 77.4
2 B~B- L ' L 1 0 0 5 100 6.14 0.046
B'B- L lL2 6 42.9 8 57.1
B'B- L 'L 1 1 8.3 11 91.7
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C H A P T E R  IV
ALLOANTIGEN SYSTEM  L A FFEC T S ANTIBODY RESPO N SES
Zdravka M edarova. W. E lw ood Briles, and Robert L. Taylor, Jr.
[subm itted to Poultry  Science]
A B STR A C T
A lloantigen system L is a polym orphic protein  expressed on the surface o f  chicken 
erythrocytes and possibly certain leukocyte subpopulations. Previous studies 
dem onstrated that the L system  affects R ous sarcom a outcome and phagocytic function. 
The present experiments exam ined the L system  influence on antibody responses to two 
antigens: SRBC (T-dependent) and B rucella abortus  (BA. partially  T-independent) in 
three B  com plex genotypes. The parental stock w ere 50% M odified W isconsin Line 3 x 
W hite Leghorn Line NIU 4 and 50% Inbred Line 6-15.5. Pedigree m atings o f  4 B~B'LlL : 
sires to 5 B~B'LlL2 dams per sire produced three hatches (n = 183) for the antibody 
response to SRBC and two hatches (n = 198) to study antibody response to BA. At 4 and 
11 weeks o f  age the experim ental birds w ere injected intravenously w ith 1 mL o f  2.5%  
SRBC or 0.1 mL o f  10% BA. Total and m ercaptoethanol (M E)-resistant prim ary and 
secondary titers were analyzed by least squares ANOV A. A lloantigen L had a significant 
effect on total primary antibody titer to SR B C  in a B3Bi background (p < 0.004) and on
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total (p < 0.011) and M E-resistant (p < 0.017) secondary titer to SRBC in the B:B~ 
genotype. Total (p < 0.004) and M E-resistant (p < 0.005) secondary titers to BA in 
# : fl'ch ickens were significantly affected by alloantigen L. The data indicate that the 
alloantigen L locus or genes in the immediate chrom osom al vicinity affect antibody 
responses to SRBC and BA.
INTRODUCTION
Alloantigen L is one o f  thirteen described system s expressed on the surface o f 
chicken erythrocytes. Chicken leukocytes also appear to express this alloantigen on their 
surface (W. E. Briles, Departm ent o f  Biological Sciences, N orthern Illinois University. 
DeKalb, IL 60115, personal com m unication) but these data were not conclusive. The L 
system is polym orphic with 0  and L~ alleles (G ilm our 1959, Briles, 1962). Both the /„' 
and L z alleles have been determ ined to encode antigens o f  approxim ately 135kD (Ameiss 
and Briles, 2000). Previous research has shown that allele com binations o f  the L system 
influence a range o f  im m une responses including the fate o f  Rous sarcom a virus (RSV)- 
induced tum ors (LePage et al., 2000b), phagocytosis (Q ureshi et al., 2000) and response 
to F.imeria tcnella  (Taylor and Briles, 2000).
LePage et al. (2000b) studied segregating com binations o f  genes encoding eight 
alloantigen system s for their effects on Rous sarcom as in both BZB~ and B'B ' MHC 
backgrounds. A m ong these alloantigens, L alleles w ere the only system that affected 
Rous sarcom a growth. The Z.1 Z.1 genotype was associated w ith a stronger anti-sarcoma 
response, m anifested as lower tum or score, TPI, and m ortality in the BrB' background 
com pared w ith the Z 'Z : genotype. In the B 'B ' background, the Z 'Z 1 genotype had lower 
m ortality than the Z 'Z 2 genotype. M edarova et al. (2002) exam ined the effect o f  fully
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segregating com binations o f  L system  alleles on Rous sarcom as in three B com plex 
genotypes: B2B2, BrB\  and BSB5. That study found an L effect only in a B'B ' genetic 
background. T he L [L 2 genotype was associated with a low er tum or score. TPI, and 
m ortality than the L lL [ and L 'L 2 genotypes. The strong an ti-sarcom a response in the 
BrB2 and B2B5 backgrounds m asked L effects in those genotypes. The differences 
between these tw o studies in the observed L alloantigen effects w ere attributed to the 
different genetic backgrounds o f  the experimental chickens and different RSV doses.
Qureshi et al. (2000) analyzed the effect o f  alloantigen system s on phagocytosis 
following in vitro  incubation o f  m onocyte m onolayers w ith v iable E. coli. The L system 
had a significant effect on m onocyte function that was independent o f  the B  system. In 4 
wk old birds, the genotype had a significantly higher percentage o f  phagocytic 
m onocytes than the L [L~ genotype. Other experim ents found no L alloantigen effect on 
m acrophage nitrite  or IL-6 production (M. A. Qureshi. D epartm ent o f  Poultry Science, N. 
C. State U niversity , Raleigh, NC 27695. personal com m unication).
Taylor and Briles (2000) exam ined alloantigen system s for their effects on 
resistance and susceptib ility  to E. tenellu  in B 'B 2 and B2B~ backgrounds. Only the L 
system affected the response am ong the eight alloantigen system s studied. The effect on 
cecal lesion scores w as evident in a B2B2 background but not in a B2B s background 
because B2B2L [L 1 chickens had higher lesion scores than B2B2L [L 2 and B 'B 2L 2L2 
chickens.
Selection for bursa size or antibody response to SRBC altered L allele 
frequencies. Scott et al. (1988) found changes in L alloantigen allele frequencies in 
chickens d ivergently  selected for bursa size for 21 generations. The L2 allele had an
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average frequency o f  0.02 in the Large Bursa Line (LBL), w hereas the Small Bursa Line 
(SBL) had an average frequency o f  0.54. The base line was fixed for L \  which occurred 
after selection was initiated. The SBL had significantly  higher prim ary and secondary 
antibody against SRBC com pared with the LBL. In contrast, serum IgG was lower in the 
SBL than in the LBL (Landreth and Glick, 1973; Y am am oto and Glick, 1982). No causal 
relationship between L allele frequency changes and these im m une effects was 
dem onstrated, but the results were not entirely due to the B com plex, suggesting 
nonM H C gene effects (Landreth and Glick. 1973; Y am am oto and Glick, 1982). Rees 
and N ordskog (1980) found significant differences in basal serum IgG levels am ong 
inbred lines but no differences between IgG levels according to B  haplotypes segregating 
within these lines, providing further support for nonM H C gene effects on IgG.
/, allele frequencies were shifted through selection for prim ary antibody response 
to SRBC (D unnington et al., 1984; Martin et al., 1990). In the High Antibody Line and 
the Low Antibody Line, the L~ allele was fixed despite segregation for both Z.1 and I 2 
alleles in the Cornell random bred stock, which form ed the base population. A founder 
effect could not be excluded as contributing to the L frequency changes. In both studies, 
selection for high or low antibody response shifted B  haplotype frequencies indicating an 
M HC role in antibody response to SRBC.
Based on these studies, we hypothesized that the L system  m odulates, directly  or 
indirectly, the potential for producing an effective antibody response to foreign antigens. 
W e exam ined the L alloantigen effect on primary' and secondary responses to SRBC and 
BA in the identical line o f  chickens used by our laboratory to study the L system ’s role in 
Rous sarcom a outcom e (M edarova et al., 2002). These chickens have two L alloantigen
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alleles fully segregating w ith two B  com plex haplotypes to m inim ize the influence o f  
other background genes and to reveal interrelationships betw een L and B  effects.
M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS 
Stock. C hickens for this study were derived from several inbred lines. Congenic 
Line 6.15-5 (Dix and T aylor, 1996) was produced by  crossing USD A -A D O L inbred Line 
15] (B 5B5) and Line 6i (B2B2) followed by ten backcross generations to Line 6 |. 
Heterozygous BrB5 ch ickens from the tenth backcross generation w ere mated inter se  to 
produce Line 6.15-5 B 'B 5 birds that have 99.9%  o f  the Line 6i genetic background. 
M odified W isconsin L ine 3 is an experim ental population derived from W isconsin inbred 
Line 3 Ancona (95%  inbred) [M cG ibbon, 1978], produced by introducing selected 
alloantigen system  alle les from W hite Leghorns and backcrossing two or more 
generations to Line 3. W hite Leghorn Line NIU 4 was derived over 20 generations from 
inter se  m atings o f  crosses betw een four com m ercial parent stocks and selecting for equal 
frequencies o f  alloantigens segregating at 9 alloantigen loci.
M odified W isconsin  Line 3 x Line NIU 4 sires (B2B2L lL : ) w ere crossed to inbred 
Line 6.15-5 dam s (B~B5L lL l) to produce the parental stock consisting o f  50% inbred Line 
6.15-5 with the B2B~LiL 2 genotype. Pedigree m atings o f  4 sires to 5 dams per sire 
produced experim ental p rogeny segregating for all possible com binations o f  B and L 
haplotypes. Three hatches having 183 chickens w ere used for SRBC injection and two 
hatches having 198 p rogeny  w ere injected with BA. The birds were hatched at the 
University o f  New H am pshire  Poultry Research Farm and w ere w ing-banded for 
identification. V accinations against M arek’s disease and N ew castle-bronchitis were 
adm inistered at hatch and  10 d, respectively. The birds were housed in heated brooder
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batteries w ith w ater and food freely available. Six-w eek-old chicks were transferred to 
isolation cages for the rem ainder o f  the experiment.
Alloantigen typing. The chickens were typed for B  and L systems in 
agglutination assays utilizing antisera specific for the haplotypes o f  the parental stocks 
(Briles and Briles, 1982) as described (LePage et al., 2000b). After the chicks reached 3 
wk o f  age. 0.5 ml blood was drawn from the w ing vein to cold sodium  citrate 
anticoagulant solution (68 pM  sodium  citrate 72 pM  sodium  chloride). Samples were 
shipped overnight with ice packs to Northern Illinois University. Fifty pi o f  a 2% 
suspension o f  w ashed red blood cells was dispensed into tubes containing lOOpl o f  
antiserum  specific for the B  and L system  haplotypes o f  interest. Follow ing a 2-hr room 
tem perature incubation, the reaction m ixtures were transferred to 3°C for an overnight 
incubation. The following day, cells were resuspended, incubated for 1 hr at room 
tem perature, and scored visually for agglutination.
Antigen Inoculation. At 4 weeks o f  age, the experim ental birds were injected 
intravenously w ith 1 mL o f  a 2.5%  solution o f  SR B C ' in A lsever’s solution. A different 
group o f  segregating chicks was injected with 0.1 mL o f  a 10% solution o f  Brucella 
abortus  standard tube test antigen4. Blood samples w ere taken 7 d post-injection. Serum 
from SRBC and BA inoculated birds was separated and stored for the titer assay. Each o f  
the procedures w as replicated in the sam e birds at 11 weeks o f  age to assay for secondary 
total and M E-resistant antibody titers to the specific antigens.
A ntibody Titration. Standard m icrotiter techniques were used to assay for levels
' Charles R iver Pharm services, Southbridge, MA 01550
4 National V eterinary Services Laboratories, Ames, IA 50010
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o f  serum  antibodies to SRBC. Total anti-SRBC antibody levels were assayed according 
to the m ethod described by W egman and Sm ithies (1966). Total BA antibody was 
assayed according to the procedure described by M cCorkle and Glick (1980). 
M ercaptoethanol (M E)-resistant antibody (IgG) levels to SRBC and BA were determined 
according to the m ethod described by Yamamoto and G lick (1982). Titer was expressed 
as the log: o f  the reciprocal o f  the highest dilution associated with a visible agglutination.
Statistical Analysis. The total and M E-resistant antibody titers for the primary 
and secondary response were analyzed by least squares A N O V A  with hatch, sire, dams 
w ithin sires. B  genotype, and L genotype as main effects. A B x L interaction was 
included. The data were subdivided by B genotype and analyzed with hatch, sire. 
dam (sire), and L genotype as main effects. Significant m eans were separated by Fisher’s 
protected LSD.
RESULTS
There was no significant B  genotype effect on either the prim ary or secondary 
total o r M E-resistant antibody response to SRBC. The data w ere divided by B genotype 
and analyzed for an L alloantigen effect. A significant L effect (p < 0.004) on the total 
prim ary antibody response to SRBC within a B background (n = 38) was found. In 
these birds, the L lL2 genotype was associated with the low est total prim ary titer (5.38 ± 
0.34). That titer was significantly lower than the titers o f  the L:L 2 (6.67 ± 0.56) and L lL l 
(6.6 ± 0.47) birds (Fig. 11).
Analysis also revealed a significant L influence on both total (p < 0.011) and ME- 
resistant (p < 0.017) secondary antibody response to SR B C  w'ithin a B2B5' genotypic 
background. A m ong the B2B~ genotype (n = 99), the total secondary antibody titer to
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SRBC in the L XL X birds w as significantly lower (7.6 ± 0 .35) than the L XL 2 (7.98 ± 0.31) 
and L:L2 (7.94 ± 0.27) b irds (Fig. 12). The B2B' L XL X birds also had a significantly lower 
M E-resistant secondary antibody titer to SRBC (6.5 ± 0.37) than either the BrB’ L XL2 (7.0 
± 0.25) or BTBr LZL2 (7.0 ± 0 .2 1 )  genotypes (Fig. 12).
The analysis o f  antibody response to Brucella abortus  revealed no significant B  
system effect on either prim ary  o r secondary, total or M E-resistant titer. The data for each 
B genotype were analyzed for L system  effects. The L genotype significantly affected 
total (p < 0.004) and M E-resistant (p < 0.005) secondary titer to BA within a f i 'f i ' 
genotypic background (n = 100). The L XL X genotype had the highest total secondary titer 
to BA (7.58 ± 0.12) that differed significantly from LrL2 birds (6.6 ± 0.07) but not L XL~ 
(7.13 ± 0.05) birds (F ig  13). The ME-resistant secondary  titer to BA was also 
significantly higher in the B2B’ L XL X genotype (6.96 ± 0 .12) than in the B2B 5 L 'L ' (6.1 ± 
0.08) but not the BrB ' L xL '  (6.77 ± 0.06) genotype (Fig 13).
DISCUSSION
The segregating com binations o f  the B2 and B~ haplotypes did not affect the 
antibody response to e ither antigen. Dix and Taylor (1996) found B complex effects on 
total and M E-resistant prim ary  antibody against SRBC and BA in which congenic Line 
6-15.5 (fi5fi5) had significantly  higher antibody than congenic Line 6-6.2 {B2B2). On the 
other hand. Bacon et al., (1987) showed no difference in an ti-SR B C  or BA antibody titers 
between congenic lines 15.6-3 {B 'B2) and 15.15-5 ( f i 'f i5) having the Line 15L genetic 
background. Three po in ts address these divergent results. First, the two congenic series 
have different genetic backgrounds (15L  vs. 6 |). Second, the 15.fi lines had undergone
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five backcross generations at the time o f  testing, suggesting  that other genes m ay have 
affected the responses. Finally, Bacon et al., (1987) injected the SRBC and BA antigens 
sim ultaneously, w hich m ay have modulated the response. The lack o f  a B com plex effect 
in the current study suggests that background genes m ay have affected the antibody 
response.
The only  significant L effect on prim ary an tibody response was against SRBC 
within a B 'B ' background. Since there was no significant B  com plex effect, the L effect 
did not occur in the B genotype (B'B' )  that would have been expected to be the highest 
based on the results o f  Dix and Taylor (1996). The L lL~ genotype had significantly lower 
total primary antibody com pared with either o f  the hom ozygous L genotypes. Qureshi 
and Taylor (1993) discovered that macrophages from congenic Line 6-15.3 (B>B>) had 
significantly higher SRBC phagocytosis than congenic Line 6 -6 .2 ( B ' B1). Qureshi et al. 
(2000) found that the / , 'L 1 genotype had significantly greater m onocyte phagocytosis o f  
E. coli than the L L ' genotype, an effect that was independent o f  the B  system. The L 'L ' 
genotype was not produced in that study. The absence o f  a B effect on the anti-SRBC 
response argues against differential phagocytosis by d ifferent B  genotypes in the current 
study. Low er SR BC phagocytosis by the L ' L '  genotype w ould be plausible and 
consistent w ith the lower antibody level in that genotype in the B'Br' M HC birds. 
H om ozygous genotypes L lL { and L:L 2 may have slow er processing o f  antigen and longer 
persistence o f  antigen at the m acrophage surface thus leading to higher antibody levels in 
these types.
G enotype B 'B ' exhibited L alloantigen effects on the secondary anti-SRBC 
response. The Z.'/L1 birds had significantly lower total and M E-resistant antibodies than
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did L ' L 2 o r l? L 1 birds. M em ory B cells have higher affinity antigen receptors. The 
secondary responses to a T-dependent antigen produce higher affinity antibody compared 
with p rim ary  responses. M em ory T cells respond to low er doses o f  antigen which 
suggests g reater receptor efficiency. Increased num bers o f  reactive cells as well as 
altered expression o f  cell-surface m olecules and cytokines are another secondary 
response characteristic (U llm an et al., 1989). The L system  m ay affect T cells, B cells, or 
both populations thereby influencing the secondary response. A lloantigen L does not 
influence m acrophage nitrite or IL-6 production (M. A. Qureshi, Departm ent o f  Poultry 
Science, N. C. State University, Raleigh, NC 27695, personal com m unication). Altered 
production o f  o ther cytokines by m acrophages or other cell types has not been examined.
D ifferent L genotypes have distinct effects on prim ary versus secondary titer 
depending on the B genotype context. Interactions betw een cells bearing L and B 
antigens o r betw een the antigens them selves m ay occur. An alternative explanation is 
that the L alloantigen may have a pleiotropic effect on T or B cells involved in the 
antibody response. Certain L genotypes (i.e. L 'L 1 and C'L" in B' B' )  m ay activate naive T 
or B cells, o r both, participating in a prim ary response. O ther L genotypes, exem plified 
by L ' L 2 and L2L 2 in B2B~, m ay m ediate m ore efficient m em ory cell activation and 
proliferation o f  secondary responses.
W ith respect to the BA antibody response, we found no L system effect on 
prim ary an tibody  response but a significant effect on secondary antibody response in the 
B1B' genotypic background. Polyclonal activation by BA m ay negate any response 
differences due to alloantigen L. The lack o f  observable prim ary effect could also be a 
reflection o f  the partial T-cell independence o f  the im m une response to BA. Efficient
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immune responses to BA do involve both CD4* and CD8* T cells to som e degree, as well 
as efficient isotype sw itching in the course o f  a humoral response (G olding, 2001). The L 
effect on secondary response to BA is only evident in a BrB5 background. This may 
result from som e effects sim ilar to those found in the secondary  response to SRBC in the 
same background. The L system  may affect cells responding to BA in the secondary 
response. Production o f  cytokines IL-1 or T N Fa m ay be changed  sufficiently to 
influence the secondary, but not the prim ary response.
Lines selected for bursa o f  Fabricius size had d ifferent frequencies o f  L alleles 
(Scott et al.. 1988). The Sm all Bursa Line (SBL) had a greatly  increased Lr  frequency 
compared w ith the Large Bursa Line (LBL). Prim ary and secondary  antibodies following 
SRBC injection w ere also higher in the SBL. Im m unoglobulin G w as higher in the LBL 
(Landreth and G lick, 1973; Y am am oto and Glick, 1982). N either bu rsa  size nor antibody 
levels could be attributed to the differences in L alleles but this system  may have 
influenced the responses. The High Antibody (HA) Line and the Low  Antibody (LA) 
Line, selected for prim ary response to SRBC, were fixed for the L~ allele  (Dunnington et 
al., 1984; M artin et al., 1990) w hich precluded an assessm ent o f  an L effect in these lines. 
These populations are also at o r near fixation for BZ] and /? ' ' in H A  and LA Lines, 
respectively.
Precedents exist for L alleles having dissim ilar effects in d ifferen t B genotypes. 
Rous sarcom a outcom e was affected by L genotype in tw o separate  investigations. The 
L ]L ] genotype had an enhanced response to Rous sarcom as com pared  to the L xLr 
genotype in B 'B '  b irds (LePage et al., 2000b). M edarova et al., (2002) exam ined the L 
influence on Rous sarcom as in fully segregating com binations o f  tw o B haplotypes and
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two L alleles. The L {L 2 genotype was associated w ith an enhanced response com pared to 
the Z-'ZL1 and L lL1 genotypes in B 'B ' birds. These two studies em ployed matings with 
different background genes and used different virus doses. Nonetheless. L genotypes 
produced contrasting effects in different B genotypes.
Certain sim ilarities exist between alloantigen L and CD 22, an antigen influencing 
m ouse and hum an antibody responses. CD22 is an antigen o f  130 to 140 kD MW 
expressed during functional m aturation o f  B cells. O nly  tw o serologically-defined alleles 
that differ in polypetide coding sequences have been described. The two alleles vary 
am ong inbred strains o f  mice (Lajaunias et al., 1999). This m olecule m odulates the 
signaling threshold for B cell activation and proliferation following B cell receptor 
engagem ent (Tedder et al., 1997). Interaction o f  B cell CD 22 occurs w ith other B cells, 
m onocytes, and T cells (Stam enkovic et al., 1991). The L system has a 135 KD 
m olecular weight and possesses two alleles as does CD 22. Adding the possible L 
expression on w hite blood cells, the similarities betw een the two system s raise intriguing 
possibilities that merit further investigation.
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Figure 11. Mean primary antibody titers to SRBC for C C  (n = 10), 
C C  (n = 16), and C C  (n = 12) genotypes within a background. 
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Figure 12. Mean total and ME-resistant secondary antibody titers to 
SRBC for Z.1L1 (n = 20), C L 2 (n = 48), and L2L2 (n = 31) genotypes 
within a background. Bars within an antibody type having no 
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Figure 13. Mean total and ME-resistant secondary antibody titers to 
BA for L1L1 (n = 24), L1L2 (n = 47), and L2L2 (n = 29) genotypes within 
a f^B 5 background. Bars within an antibody type having no common 
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CH A PTER V
RESISTANCE, SU SC EPTIB IL ITY  AND IM M UNITY TO C E C A L  COCCIDIOSIS: B 
C O M PLEX  AN D ALLOA NTIGEN SYSTEM  L EFFECTS 
Zdravka M edarova, W. Elwood Briles, and Robert L. Taylor. Jr.
[subm itted to Poultry Science]
ABSTRACT
This study exam ined alloantigen system L effects on resistance and acquired imm unity to 
Eimeria tenellu  infection in three B  complex genotypes. Experim ental progeny 
segregating for B  and L genotypes were produced from pedigree m atings o f  B2B~ L lL'  
sires and dams. C hicks were weighed and inoculated with 30,000 E. tenellu  oocysts at 6 
weeks o f  age to ev a luate resistance in four trials (n = 262). Im m unity  was studied in four 
additional trials (n = 244) by im m unizing progeny with 500 E. tenellu  oocysts per day for 
5 days beginning at 5 w eeks o f  age. Tw o weeks after the last im m unization dose, the 
birds were w eighed and challenged with 30,000 E. tenellu  oocysts. All birds were 
weighed again and scored for cecal lesion six days after the 30,000 oocyst dose 
challenge. W eight gain and cecal lesion scores were evaluated by ANOVA. Major 
histocom patibility (B) com plex genotype did not affect resistance to E. tenellu based on 
lesion score or w eight gain. The B  genotypes, B^B5 and B 2B~, had significantly lower
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cecal lesion scores than the B2BZ genotype in the im m une study. W eight gain was not 
affected. No significant L system effects with or w ithout im m unization were detected. 
These results are consistent with previous research dem onstrating B  complex effects on 
immunity to cecal coccidiosis. They suggest differential genetic control o f  immunity 
versus resistance. The absence o f  L system effects agrees with an earlier proposition that 
L may exercise its im m une functions by controlling antibody but not cell-mediated 
responses.
INTRODUCTION
Cecal coccidiosis is a disease in chickens caused by the intracellular protozoan 
parasite, Eimeria tenellu. The m orbidity due to coccidiosis m anifests itse lf as reduced 
body weight, decreased feed efficiency, and in som e cases, m ortality. Disease seventy is 
judged by several criteria including weight loss, cecal lesions, fecal oocyst content, and 
mortality. These sym ptom s need to be considered sim ultaneously because they do not 
correlate. Long et al., (1980) suggested that there are at least three stages o f  immunity to 
cecal coccidiosis characterized by: 1) com plete resistance to the parasite; 2) discharge o f  
oocysts but no lesion occurrence; or 3) resistance to the clinical effects o f  the disease 
despite the presence o f  severe lesions.
Due to the increasing parasite resistance to the anticoccidial com pounds currently 
used in com m ercial poultry production, there has been active research into the possibility 
o f  utilizing the chicken im m une response as a m ethod o f  d isease control. One tool to 
counteract coccidiosis is a live vaccine consisting o f  low- levels o f  all pathogenic 
coccidial species, w hich relies on repeated low dose exposures to the parasite to increase 
immunity (Johnson et al., 1979). Another m easure that has been explored involves the
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identification o f  genetic factors related to imm unity, w hich may affect the outcom e o f  the 
disease. The frequency o f  these beneficial alleles can then be increased in com m ercial 
populations through selective breeding (Johnson and Edgar, 1982).
The B  com plex was one genetic region exam ined for its effects (R uff and Bacon. 
1989; C lare et al., 1985). R uff and Bacon (1989) found that the B2B2 congenic Lines 
15.6-2 and 15.7-2 had greater susceptibility to 105 Eimeria a c e m d in a  oocysts than 
congenic Line 15.151-5 (B 'B '). These lines had sim ilar susceptibility to E. tenella 
infection. The authors suggested that although the B  com plex influenced resistance and 
susceptibility to E. a cen u lin a  coccidiosis, these genes might have only a m inor role in 
im m unity to challenge infection. Their results pointed to a difference in the genes 
controlling initial infections and the genes controlling im m unity to subsequent 
challenges. B com plex effects on immunity also differed with Eimeria  species. After 
repeated low dose im m unization, Clare et al. (1985) observed that B 'B 2 birds had lower 
im m une protection against E. tenella infection than the B5B~ genotype, w hereas R uff and 
Bacon (1989) found lower immunity in congenic Line 15.151-5 than in congenic 
Lines 15.6-2 and 15.7-2 (B'B2).
The d ifferences between the two studies w ith regard to the effect o f  the B  system 
on disease im m unity  were attributed to the different im m unization protocols and different 
genetic backgrounds. In support o f  this, R uff and Bacon (1989) dem onstrated that B2B2 
congenic lines had low immunity to cecal coccidiosis following a single 100-oocyst 
im m unization but a high degree o f  imm unity follow ing four 100-oocyst im m unizations. 
Furtherm ore, C lare  et al. (1985) found evidence that the response to coccidia varied 
am ong genotypes depending on the form o f  the challenging antigen. The B 5B > but not
i l l
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BrBr and B1B5 birds developed a delayed w attle reaction to a nonviable oocyst antigen. 
Both B 'B 5 and BrB5 chickens had a  greater response to viable asexual stages than did the 
B2B2 genotype. This result suggested that the im m une response to the disease m ight 
reflect both the antigen presentation m echanism  and the particular character o f  parasite 
antigens presented by the MHC.
The absence o f  correlation betw een B  haplotvpe effect on resistance to cecal 
coccidiosis and im m unity to the d isease pointed to genes other than the M HC as potential 
factors influencing the response to E. tenella  infection. Lillehoj et al. (1989) found wide 
variations in innate resistance and acquired im m unity to cecal coccidiosis betw een birds 
sharing a com m on genetic background but differing at their MHC as well as betw een 
birds sharing a comm on B  haplotype but differing with respect to their genetic 
backgrounds. O ther studies identified som e o f  the nonM HC genes, including the A -E  
(Johnson and Edgar, 1984), I  (M artin  et al., 1986), and C  (Johnson and Edgar. 1986) 
alloantigen systems.
A study on resistance and susceptibility  to E. tenella  as a function o f  eight 
alloantigen system s found a significant L system effect on lesion scores w ithin a defined 
M HC background (Taylor and Briles, 2000). B2B2L iL [ chickens had higher lesion scores 
than B2B2L lL2 and B2B2L2L2 chickens. No L effects were evident in a B2B 5 genotypic 
background. Alloantigen system  L has dem onstrated effects on im m une functions 
including m onocyte phagocytosis (Q ureshi et al., 2000), antibody response to sheep red 
blood cells and Brucella abortus  (M edarova et al., unpublished data), and bursa size 
(Scott et al., 1988). Two studies have reported a significant L effect on Rous sarcom a
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outcom e (LePage et al., 2000b; M edarova et al., 2002). D eSilva (1965) also found 
fertility was influenced by the L system.
W e sought to characterize alloantigen L effects on resistance, susceptibility, and 
acquired im m unity to cecal coccidiosis in chickens having fully segregating combinations 
o f  two B  and tw o L alleles. The chickens w ere produced by the sam e m ating types used to 
study the L system ’s role in Rous sarcom a outcom e (M edarova et al., 2002) as well as 
antibody responses to SRBC and Brucella abortus  (M edarova et al., 2002, unpublished 
data). These m atings m inim ize the influence o f  other background genes, reveal possible 
interrelationships betw een L and B system s, and facilitate d iscrim ination between factors 
affecting resistance to E. tenella  infection and factors affecting im m unity to the disease.
M A TERIA LS AND M ETHODS
Stock . M odified W isconsin Line 3 x Line NIU 4 sires (B : B: L IL: ) were crossed to 
inbred Line 6.15-5 dam s (B 5B?L 'l ')  to produce the parental stock consisting o f  50% 
inbred Line 6.15-5 with the B ^ 'L 'L 2 genotype (M edarova et al., 2002). Pedigree 
m atings o f  4 B: B 5 L1 L~ sires to 5 B: B5 L 'L 2 dam s per sire, produced experimental 
progeny that segregated for all possible com binations o f  B and L alleles. The chicks were 
hatched at the U niversity o f  New H am pshire Poultry Research Farm and were wing- 
banded for identification. V accinations against M arek’s d isease and Newcastle- 
bronchitis were adm inistered at hatch and 10 d, respectively. The chicks were housed in 
isolation, free from coccidial exposure, in w ire floor cages w ith free access to antibiotic- 
free w ater and feed.
A lloantigen typing. The chickens were typed for B  and L systems in 
agglutination assays utilizing antisera specific for the haplotypes o f  the parental stocks
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(Briles and Briles. 1982) as described (LePage et al., 2000b). A fter the chicks reached 3 
wk o f  age, 0.5 ml blood was drawn from the w ing vein  into cold sodium citrate 
anticoagulant solution (68 pM  sodium citrate / 72 pM  sod ium  chloride). Samples were 
shipped overnight with ice packs to Northern Illinois U niversity . Fifty pi o f  a 2% 
suspension o f  w ashed red blood cells was dispensed into tubes containing lOOpl o f  
antiserum  specific for the B  and L system haplotypes o f  in terest. Follow ing a 2-hr room 
tem perature incubation, the reaction m ixtures w ere transferred  to 3°C for an overnight 
incubation. The follow ing day, cells w ere resuspended and scored visually for 
agglutination after a 1 -hr incubation at room tem perature.
Coccidial C ultures. Cultures o f  the Lilly 65 strain  o f  E. tenella  oocysts were 
obtained from a stock culture stored at the U niversity o f  New Hampshire. In vivo 
propagation o f  the stock culture involved inoculation o f  3- to 5-w k-old birds with 50,000 
sporulated oocysts per bird. Seven d post-inoculation, oocysts w ere harvested from the 
cecal pouches. The cecal contents were subjected to peptic digestion (Rikim aru et al., 
1961). Oocyst sporulation was induced by bubbling w ith  air in 0.5% potassium 
dichrom ate at room tem perature. The sporulated oocyst m ix was sterilized in a 50% 
chlorine bleach solution (W agenbach and Bum s, 1969). Inocula w ere counted using a 
hem ocytom eter and adm inistered p e r  os to the crop using  an inoculation tube and a 
syringe.
Resistance and Susceptibility to E. tenella. Four hatches having 262 
experimental progeny w ere used to evaluate resistance and susceptib ility  to E. tenella. 
Six-week old birds w ere w eighed and inoculated with a s ing le  dose o f  30,000 E. tenella 
oocysts. The birds w ere weighed again and cecal lesions w ere scored six d after
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challenge. The inoculated birds w ere com pared to an unchallenged control group (n = 32) 
from the sam e parental m atings that produced the experimental chicks.
Im m unity to E. tenella. Progeny from 4 hatches having two hundred and forty 
four chicks were used to study im m unity to E. tenella. Birds w ere im m unized with 500 E. 
tenella  oocysts per day for 5 days beginning at 5 weeks o f  age. Tw o w eeks after the last 
im m unization dose, the birds w ere weighed and challenged with 30,000 E. tenella 
oocysts. Six days after challenge, the birds were weighed again and cecal lesion scores 
w ere assessed. The imm unized birds w ere com pared to uninfected control (n = 12) and 
unim m unized, challenged (n = 27) control groups consisting o f  birds from the same 
parental matings.
Evaluation Criteria. Cecal lesion scoring followed the procedure outlined by 
Johnson and Reid (1970), w here 0 = no gross lesions; 1 = very few scattered petechiae on 
the cecal wall, no thickening o f  the cecal w'alls, normal cecal contents; 2 = lesions more 
num erous with noticeable blood in the cecal contents, cecal wall som ew hat thickened, 
normal cecal contents; 3 = large am ounts o f  blood or cecal cores present, cecal walls 
greatly thickened, little or no fecal contents in the ceca; and 4 = cecal wall greatly 
distended with blood or large caseous cores, fecal debris lacking or included in cores. 
Dead birds were given a score o f  4. W eight gain was calculated by subtracting the initial 
weight obtained at challenge from the weight obtained 6 d follow ing challenge.
Statistical Analysis. W eight gain and mean cecal lesion scores w ere analyzed by 
least squares ANOVA with hatch, sex, sire, dam s within sires, B  genotype, L genotype, 
and B x L interaction as main effects. This procedure was used in both the resistance and 
susceptibility study and the im m une study. In an additional analysis for im m unity, w eight
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gain and cecal lesion scores o f  im m unized birds were com pared w ith the unim m unized, 
challenged group to assess the efficacy o f  the im m unization protocol. S ignificant means 
were separated by F isher’s protected LSD at p < 0.05.
RESULTS
Ea-B  and Ea-L  segregated independently o f  each o ther in the experim ental 
progeny. N either the B  nor the L system significantly affected w eight gain o r lesion score 
in the resistance and susceptibility study. The BZB2 genotype had the num erically  highest 
cecal lesion scores (3.00 ± 0.09) whereas the B 'B 5 genotype had the lowest lesion scores 
(2.74 ± 0.10). H ow ever, these differences were not statistically significant. The L xl \  
L XL2, and L:L2 genotypes had cecal lesion scores o f 2.85 ± 0.10. 2.83 ± 0.08. and 2.84 ± 
0.10, respectively, that were not statistically different (Fig. 14).
The BrB1 birds that had the highest lesion scores also had the lowest weight gain 
(26.49 ± 6.44 g) and the B~B^ birds had the lowest lesion scores but the highest weight 
gain (32.16 ± 4.73 g) [Fig. 15]. These cecal lesion scores and weight gains were 
negatively correlated (correlation coefficient = -0.989). W eight gain did not differ 
significantly am ong the three L genotypes. The lowest w eight gain (27 .29  ± 5.66 g) 
occurred in L XL X b irds and the highest weight gain (31.75 ± 3.81 g) was found in the L XL~ 
birds (Fig. 15).
In the im m une study, significant differences in cecal lesion score (p < 1x10^) 
[Fig. 16] and w eight gain (p < 1x10"*) were found betw een the im m une group and the 
unim m unized, challenge control group. The unimm unized, unchallenged control group 
had no cecal lesions. Together, these data indicated that the im m unization protocol used
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was successful. The 5  genotype had a significant effect on lesion score (p < 0.007) in 
imm unized progeny. The B2B2 genotype had significantly  higher lesion scores (1.61 ± 
0.14) than either the B2^  (1.21 ± 0.09) or 5 ?5 5 (1.00 ± 0.14) genotypes (Fig. 16). W eight 
gain was not affected significantly by B  genotype (data not show n) as the B2B 2 birds 
gained 22.80 ± 4.12 g and the 5 ?5 5 birds gained 30.74 ± 4.72 g. The correlation 
coefficient betw een weight gain and lesion scores as a function o f  B genotype w as lower 
than in the resistance and susceptibility study (correlation coefficient = -0.561).
L genotype had no significant effect on lesion scores or weight gain (data not 
shown). There were no significant lesion score d ifferences among the L 'L 1 (1.23 ± 0.15). 
L lL2 ( 1.29 ± 0.09). and L2L2 ( 1.25 ± 0.13) genotypes. The weight gains according to the L 
genotypes were L lL x (24.87 ± 4.12), L XL~ (21.95 ± 2.95), and L 'L ' (23.59 ± 3.81), 
respectively. These values did not differ significantly.
D ISCUSSIO N
T he current study found no B or L system  effects on resistance and susceptibility 
to E. tenella. Responses to the parasite varied according to B  genotype in UCD B 
complex congenic chickens (Caron et al., 1997). G enotype B2B2 had significantly higher 
lesion scores than 5 ,5 \  5 IS5 IS, and B2]B21 birds after oocyst challenge. R uff and Bacon 
(1989) found that neither weight gain nor lesion score differed am ong 15.5 congenic 
lines 15.6-2 (B2B2), 15.7-2 (EEB*), and 15.151-5 (5 55 5). Lillehoj et al., (1989), showed no 
significant differences in E. tenella  lesion scores in seven 15.5 congenic lines. On the 
other hand. Line SC ErB2 chickens produced fewer oocysts than both congenic 15.6-2 
(B2B2) and 15.7-2 (B2B2). The genetic background differences o f  the three B2B2 lines 
suggested a role for nonM HC genes in resistance and susceptibility  to cecal coccidiosis.
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O ur results on the B  complex effect on im m unity  to E. tenella  agree w ith previous 
findings (C lare et al., 1985; Caron et al., 1997). B2B S and B~B~ birds had significantly 
lower lesion scores than the B2B2 birds but the th ree  genotypes did not differ in term s o f  
weight gain (C lare et al., 1985). Repeated low dose  im m unization followed by 10,000 
oocyst challenge in UCD B  congenic lines revealed low er lesion scores in B~B} and BQBQ 
chickens com pared with the B2iB2i, Z?14# 14. and B2B1 genotypes (Caron et al.,
1997). The lower im m une response o f  B5^  ch ickens com pared with B2B2 birds in 
im m unity experim ents by R uff and Bacon (1989) did not agree with these three studies. 
D ifferences in genetic backgrounds, im m unization protocols, and parasite strains are 
three factors that possibily influenced the variabilty  in B  com plex effects.
C lare et al. (1989) studied resistance, susceptib ility , and im m unity to E. tenella  in 
B -F  B-G  recom binant birds to identify the M H C regions contributing to differential 
resistance and im m unity. The B-F  region significantly  influenced disease susceptibility. 
Furtherm ore, the results supported the concept that different genetic m echanism s 
influenced innate resistance to cecal coccidiosis com pared with acquired imm unity. 
A lthough B -F 1 birds showed greater resistance to the disease, they dem onstrated little 
protection after prim ing with the antigen. C onversely , B -F21 birds, w hile being 
susceptible to initial infection with the parasite, d isp layed  enhanced protection following 
im m unization.
C ell-m ediated responses play a central role in the induction o f  protective 
im m unity against E. tenella. Antibody responses contribu te  only m arginally to protection. 
Genetic variation in hum oral responses follow ing infection with Eimeria  has not been 
observed, w hile such variation in T-cell responses has been dem onstrated conclusively
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(Lillehoj and Trout, 1993; Bum stead et al., 1995). The disparate effects o f  B  haplotype on 
resistance versus im m unity could be a reflection o f  the differential contribution o f  T cell 
subsets to the two processes. W hile CD4* T cells have been im plicated for their role 
during prim ary infection, CD8* T cells have been defined as key com ponents during 
secondary infection (Trout and Lillehoj, 1996, Lillehoj, 1998). In addition, CD8* T 
lymphocytes have been proven im portant as transporters o f  sporozoites to the epithelial 
sites where they develop, further com plicating the understanding o f  these cells’ 
contribution to the anti-coccidial im m une response (Trout and Lillehoj, 1993). Eimeria 
parasites are characterized by com plex life cycles, with each stage expressing different 
surface antigens. The com plex life cycle means that the parasite  im m unogenicity changes 
through the course o f  an infection increasing the d ifficu lty  o f  determ ining the 
m echanism s behind the anti-coccidial imm une response (L illehoj et al., 1989).
It is plausible that certain M HC haplotypcs w ould favor responses defined 
predom inantly by C D 8 ' T cell subpopulations, whereas o ther haplotypes would be 
associated with enhanced CD4* T-cell activity. Different M H C haplotypes would vary in 
the recognition efficiency for antigens defining specific parasite life cycle stages, 
meaning that particular B  com plex haplotypes would d iffer in their contribution to 
prim ary versus secondary im m unity. Furthermore, certain  M HC haplotypes are 
conducive to better innate resistance whereas others m ediate better acquired immunity 
(Clare et al., 1989).
Divergent selection for resistance and susceptibility to E. tenella  infection altered 
MHC and nonM H C alloantigen frequencies (Johnson and Edgar, 1984; 1986). The B~ 
and Br, a recom binant, haplotypes w ere unique to the resistant line. H aplotypes B \  B}, B \
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and Z?*1 were exclusive to the susceptible line. The B2 haplotype occurred in both lines but 
at a higher frequency in the resistant line (Johnson and Edgar, 1986). The selected groups 
had significantly different allele frequencies at the A -E  and C  loci. A high proportion o f  
the resistant birds had the A E~ and X }E X genotypes but the m ajority o f  the susceptibile 
birds had the A 'e \  A 9E \  and A QE: genotypes (Johnson and Edgar, 1984). The resistant 
line carried the C4 allele, while the susceptible line carried  the C2 and C3 alleles (Johnson 
and Edgar. 1986).
M artin et al. (1986) examined the effect o f  alloantigen system s segregating in 
lines selected for antibody response to sheep erythrocytes on natural and controlled 
exposures to cecal coccidiosis. Their results showed an alloantigen /  effect on lesion 
scores in the high antibody responder line, HA, that had the genotype. Birds
derived from a m ating betw een P  hom ozygous parents had significantly greater 
resistance than birds derived from I2?  x 1*1* and I21* x I2/* matings.
Evidence for nonM H C genetic effects on coccidiosis suggested that alloantigens 
might contribute to these effects. In particular, alloantigen L affected phagocytosis 
(Qureshi et al., 2000), antibody responses (M edarova et al., unpublished data), and Rous 
sarcom a outcom e (LePage et al., 2000b; M edarova el al.. 2002). The L alloantigen is 
polym orphic w ith two segregating alleles, 0  and L 2, (G ilm our, 1959; Briles, 1962) that 
encode proteins o f  approxim ately 135 kD (Am eiss and Briles, 2000). The L proteins are 
found on chicken erythrocytes as well as leukocytes (K opti and Briles, unpublished data). 
G ilm our (1959) studied blood group polymorphism s follow ing 18 generations o f  full-sib 
m atings from an outbred line. Segregation was m aintained at only three loci, including L ,
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which suggested a possible survival advantage associated with the preservation o f  
heterozygosity.
Taylor and Briles (2000) found a significant L system effect on resistance to E. 
tenella  m easured by lesion scores in a B2B2 M HC background (Taylor and Briles, 2000). 
The experim ental chickens w ere 50%  W isconsin Line 3 and 50% Line NIU 4 W hite 
Leghom s. In the current study, no L effect was observed in birds with a d ifferent genetic 
com position o f  50%  Line 6.15-5, 25%  W isconsin Line 3 and 25%  Line NIU 4 W hite 
Leghom s. This group also had full segregation for the B  and L alleles. The dissim ilar 
genetic backgrounds must have contributed to the different results in the two 
experim ents. The lack o f  observable L system  effects on either resistance or acquired 
im m unity to E. tenella  infection in the chickens o f  this study means that this alloantigen 
did not influence cells that generate responses to the parasite.
The negative correlation betw een weight gain and lesion score as a function o f  B 
genotype was high (coefficient = - 0.989) in the resistance and susceptibility study. The 
same correlation was much low er (coefficient = - 0.561) in the im m une study. Neither 
study found an effect o f  B  o r L genotype on weight gain. Previous studies have also 
found a low correlation betw een weight gain and lesion scores in studies o f  im m unity to 
E. tenella  (Long et al., 1980; C lare et al., 1985; M artin et al., 1986; Caron et al., 1997).
In conclusion, consistent w ith a previous study (Clare et al., 1985), the B  complex 
affects im m unity but not resistance and susceptibility  to cecal coccidiosis. These effects 
could be due to differential genetic m echanism s involved in acquired versus innate 
im m unity to the parasite through dissim ilar contributions o f  different M HC haplotypes.
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The L system did not affect either innate resistance o r  acquired im m unity to the disease in 
this study. However, these results do not rule out potential effects o f  o ther nonM HC loci.
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Figure 14. Mean (± SEM) cecal lesion scores for segregating B and L 
genotypes six d after 30,000 Eimeria tenella oocyst challenge at six 
wk of age. Numbers of birds for each genotype were E?E? = 67, B?B? 
= 121, B5^ 5 = 74, L'L' = 72, L'L2 = 126, and L2L2 = 64. NS = not 
significant.
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Figure 15. Mean (± SEM) weight gain (g) for segregating B and L 
genotypes six d after 30,000 Eimeria tenella oocyst challenge at six 
wk of age. Numbers of birds for each genotype were B?B? = 67, E3?E? 
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Figure 16. Mean (± SEM) cecal lesion scores for segregating B 
genotypes immunized with 500 Eimeria tenella oocysts for 5 
consecutive d at five wk of age followed by challenge with 30,000 
Eimeria tenella oocyst 14 days after the last immunizing dose. 
Numbers of birds for each genotype were = 66, B2^  = 131, 
B5B5 = 47. Uninoculated controls (n = 12) were not exposed to 
oocysts whereas the challenge control birds (n = 27) received the 
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CH APTER VI
CO N CLUSIO NS
W e studied the effect o f  erythrocyte alloantigen L on the outcom e o f  Rous 
sarcom as, on antibody response to sheep erythrocytes (a T-dependent antigen) and 
Brucella abortus (a partially T-independent antigen), as well as on innate resistance and 
acquired im m unity to Eimeria tenella. We found that Ea-L  affects Rous sarcom a tum or 
fate and antibody response to sheep red blood cells and Brucella abortus, but not the 
outcom e o f  E. tenella  infection. Furtherm ore, we observed Ea-L effects only within 
certain m ajor histocom patibility (B) complex genotypic backgrounds, suggesting a co­
dependence betw een the effects o f  the two system s, w hether as a result o f  a physical or a 
purely functional interaction.
Based on the fact that Ea-L affects antibody response to sheep erythrocytes and 
Brucella abortus, and does not affect the outcom e o f  cecal coccidiosis, which is defined 
prim arily by  genetic variation at the cell-m ediated level, we tentatively propose that 
alloantigen L exercises its functions by controlling hum oral immunity. The apparent 
effect o f  Ea-L  on Rous sarcom as could represent evidence o f  the participation o f  
antibody-m ediated m echanism s in the determ ination o f  virally-induced-tum or fate.
Together with the current know ledge about the m olecular characteristics o f  Ea-L, 
i.e., its m olecular size (135 kD), its polym orphism  (the presence o f  two serologically 
distinguishable alleles), and its potential expression on leukocytes, our findings point
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toward a possible sim ilarity  betw een Ea-L  and the m am m alian CD22 antigen, expressed 
on B lym phocytes and controlling the signaling threshold through the B cell receptor.
Currently, we have identified a clone in a chicken EST library, which displays 
significant hom ology to the m am m alian Cd22  gene. Partial sequencing o f  the purified L 
antigen and com parison o f  the resulting sequence to that c lone as well as to sequences 
deposited in various gene and protein sequence databases w ould provide m ore conclusive 
evidence as to w hether Ea-L is indeed the avian hom ologue o f  CD22.
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